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This dissertation is organized as three independent chapters. Each chapter is

intended to be, or has been, submitted as a journal article and has a specific

topic of focus. However, they all address the use of finite element simulation in

modeling the initial stages of microstructurally small fatigue cracks (MSFCs) in

aluminum alloy (AA) 7075-T651. A detailed abstract is provided at the

beginning of each chapter.

Fatigue experiments of AA 7075-T651 double edge-notched specimens have

illustrated that a very small percentage of second-phase particles incubate a

crack and lead to life-limiting cracks. Many of the incubating particles eventually

nucleate cracks into the surrounding microstructure, but the number of cycles to

nucleation varies widely among them. The goal here is to develop an

understanding of the mechanics underpinning the observed stochasticity so that

more reliable fatigue life predictions can be made. This is motivated by recent

experimental observations and statistical analyses that suggest that

microstructural hotspots — the combination of features that initiate life-limiting

cracks — can not be determined solely from the statistics of microstructural

features, e.g. particle diameter. However, the mechanics of MSFCs are complex

and detailed finite element simulations are necessary for accurate modeling.

The objective of the first chapter is to study the hypothesis that nucleation can

be predicted by determining slip accumulation near the crack front. The main

contribution is the development of five slip-based nucleation metrics to aid in the

study of the effect of slip localization and accumulation on nucleation. Each of



the five slip-based metrics is derived from an elastic-viscoplastic crystal plasticity

formulation. Two non-local regularization approaches for the slip-based metrics

near the crack front are studied because of local numerical divergence of slip

fields upon mesh refinement. The limited validation conducted in the first

chapter suggests that slip accumulation governs if nucleation will occur.

Furthermore, crystallographic orientation, with respect to an incubated crack, is

found to play a dominant role in the localization and accumulation of slip, and

can also influence the direction of crack nucleation.

The second chapter uses the five slip-based metrics and non-local regularization

techniques in 11 finite element models of replicated microstructures under fatigue

loading. Each model is generated by replicating grain and particle geometry

where each grain’s measured orientation is defined using an elastic-viscoplastic

crystal plasticity model. A high slip localization and accumulation rate is found

to be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for nucleation from cracked

particles. Furthermore, the simulation results elucidate that the local stress

required to drive nucleation reduces as slip is accumulated. A semi-empirical

model for the number of cycles required to nucleate a crack is found. The

observed nucleation direction did not coalign with the directions of slip

localization and accumulation, but were orthogonal to the computed local

maximum tangential stress direction. This indicates that nucleation in this alloy

is a stage-II process.

A probabilistic approach to model the complex, stochastic mechanical interplay

among the various microstructural features and the MSFC stages is presented in

the third chapter. The developed incubation and nucleation models are used in a

Monte Carlo simulation to filter out statistically insiginificant realizations of

candidate hotspots. Validation of this process is analyzed by comparing the



statistics of observed hotspot features with the statistics of the predicted hotspot

features. The determination of MSFC hotspots provides a distribution of initial

crack sizes and locations in a digital microstructure for subsequent simulations of

propagation.

Collectively, this dissertation constitutes an extensive study of the ability to

enhance fatigue life modeling philosophies by incorporating mechanics-based

modeling of the MSFC stages. The outcome of the incubation and nucleation

filters is a prediction of the statistical variation in MSFC behavior, as dependent

on the local microstructural features. The mechanics-based models developed

herein could also be used to predict a deterministic set of incubation and

nucleation events based on a particular instance of a microstructure, on a

component-by-component basis. This approach would enhance the safe-life

philosophy, where a worst-case scenario is enforced among a fleet of components.

Lastly, useful information for the design of more fatigue-resistant materials is

obtained using the modeling and simulation approaches presented.
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CHAPTER 1

PHYSICALLY-BASED MODELING OF

MICROSTRUCTURE-DEPENDENT SLIP LOCALIZATION AND

ACTUATION OF THE CRACK NUCLEATION MECHANISM∗

The objective of this paper is to develop further a framework for computationally

modeling microstructurally small fatigue crack growth in AA 7075-T651 [Bozek

et al., 2008]. The focus is on the nucleation event, when a crack extends from

within a second-phase particle into a surrounding grain, since this has been

observed to be an initiating mechanism for fatigue crack growth in this alloy. It

is hypothesized that nucleation can be predicted by computing a non-local

nucleation metric near the crack front. The hypothesis is tested by employing a

combination of experimentation and finite element modeling in which various

slip-based and energy-based nucleation metrics are tested for validity, where each

metric is derived from a continuum crystal plasticity formulation. To investigate

each metric, a non-local procedure is developed for the calculation of nucleation

metrics in the neighborhood of a crack front. Initially, an idealized baseline

model consisting of a single grain containing a semi-ellipsoidal surface particle is

studied to investigate the dependence of each nucleation metric on lattice

orientation, number of load cycles, and non-local regularization method. This is

followed by a comparison of experimental observations and computational results

for microstructural models constructed by replicating the observed

microstructural geometry near second-phase particles in fatigue specimens. It is

found that orientation strongly influences the direction of slip localization and, as

∗J D Hochhalter, D J Littlewood, R J Christ Jr, M G Veilleux, J E Bozek, A M Maniatty, and
A R Ingraffea. A geometric approach to modeling microstructurally small fatigue crack formation:
II. physically-based modeling of microstructure-dependent slip localization and actuation of the
crack nucleation mechanism in aa 7075-T651. Modelling and Simulation in Materials Science
and Engineering, 18, 2010.
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a result, influences the nucleation mechanism. Also, the baseline models,

replication models, and past experimental observation consistently suggest that a

set of particular grain orientations is most likely to nucleate fatigue cracks. It is

found that a continuum crystal plasticity model and a non-local nucleation

metric can be used to predict the nucleation event in AA 7075-T651. However,

nucleation metric threshold values that correspond to various nucleation

governing mechanisms must be calibrated.

1.1 Introduction

Recent efforts to reduce the costs associated with overly conservative fatigue life

estimates have motivated the investigation of using specific knowledge of the

fatigue process, together with novel sensors and sophisticated reasoning

techniques, to create predictive models of fatigue damage [Christodoulou and

Larsen, 2004]. This prognosis approach requires a detailed treatment of the

microstructurally small fatigue crack (MSFC) growth phase because researchers

have found that the time spent in the MSFC phase accounts for 50–70% of total

fatigue life [Brockenbrough et al., 1994, Fan et al., 2001]. Suresh asserted that up

to 90% of the total fatigue life of a structural component could be consumed

during the formation of a dominant fatigue crack [Suresh, 1998]. Therefore,

simulating the MSFC phase is a major component of structural reliability

estimates in a prognosis system. Such prognosis systems are especially needed for

typical in-service aircraft components and materials, and as such, Aluminum

Alloy (AA)7075-T651 was chosen as the case study alloy for this research.

The MSFC phase of fatigue is strongly dependent on microstructural

2



heterogeneities and particle inclusions, which have long been the focus of

fatigue-life studies for aluminum alloys. Historically in the high-cycle fatigue

literature, the term ‘initiation’ has been used for the appearance and some small

amount of subsequent growth of a microstructurally small crack. Herein, the

MSFC phase is decomposed into three distinct stages: incubation, nucleation,

and microstructurally small crack propagation. Each stage is governed by

distinct mechanisms and is strongly dependent on characteristics of the local

microstructure. For AA 7075-T651, the incubation phase is dominated by the

cracking of Al7Cu2Fe particle inclusions [Bozek et al., 2008, Payne et al., 2010].

The nucleation event is herein defined by the extension of a crack, initially

contained within a particle inclusion, into the surrounding matrix material.

Microstructurally small propagation is defined as the early stage of crack growth

in which microstructural features play a dominate role in controlling crack shape

and rate of growth.

The overall objective of the present series of papers is to describe the

development and validation of a computational simulation methodology capable

of reproducing the mechanics and probabilistic nature of MSFC formation. In

the first paper of the present series, Bozek et al. quantified the stochastic nature

of the incubation stage of AA 7075-T651 by developing a methodology to predict

the percentage of cracked particles by accounting for variation in particle aspect

ratio, location, strain level, and surrounding grain orientation [Bozek et al.,

2008]. That methodology provides a statistical distribution of second-phase

particles that are likely to incubate a crack during the initial load cycle, given a

distribution of idealized uncracked second-phase particles and the orientation of

the surrounding grain.
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The present paper focuses on the nucleation stage of MSFC. It is hypothesized

that the crack nucleation event can be predicted by computing a non-local

nucleation metric near the crack front. A major objective is to determine the

manner in which slip localizes and accumulates over applied load cycles and the

effect of microstructure on that accumulation. A crystal elastic-viscoplastic

material model is used to compute slip, and is discussed in Section 1.2. Crack

nucleation is believed to be a function of slip localization and accumulation near

an incubated crack front during fatigue loading. This accumulation occurs due to

the formation of dislocation structures during plastic deformation.

Five candidate nucleation metrics are investigated that were either found to be

applicable from the literature or formulated for the purpose of the present study.

Three of the metrics are solely functions of plastic slip, one is an energy-based

nucleation metric, and the last is based on both plastic deformation and stress.

Formulations and motivations for each of the five nucleation metrics are

presented in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, a baseline model is studied to illustrate

the dependence of each nucleation metric on lattice orientation and cyclic load

history. In addition, Section 1.3 includes the methodology used for non-local

sampling and regularization calculations in the presence of singularities at the

crack front. Mesh insensitivity is achieved herein by utilizing a non-local

sampling of fields near the crack. Regularization of the data from the non-local

sampling simply condenses a set of data to a single value and is not needed to

achieve mesh insensitivity. The modeling approach is then applied to realistic

microstructural models constructed directly from microscopy data in Section 1.4.

Finally, results of the study and similarities between computational modeling and

experimental observations are discussed.

4



The study and corresponding discussion are mainly qualitative; a statistical

representation of the threshold values of the five nucleation metrics and their

association with underlying nucleation mechanisms are not considered here. The

objective is to understand the relative differences in general applicability and

numerical qualities among the five nucleation metrics and two non-local methods

investigated. Results of the present study will be used in subsequent work for the

implementation of a nucleation filter capable of identifying particles that are

likely to nucleate fatigue cracks. A ‘nucleation filter’ will then be applied to

calculate statistical realizations of crack nucleation sites as a function of a

nucleation metric, surrounding grain orientation, local strain level, and particle

shape.

1.1.1 Background

It is commonly observed during experiment that microstructure plays a dominant

role in MSFC behavior [Bowles and Schijve, 1973, Bozek et al., 2008, Laird, 1967,

McDowell, 1996, 2007, Morris and James, 1980, Murakami and Endo, 1994,

Patton et al., 1998, Taylor et al., 1999, Taylor, 1992, Weiland et al., 2009, Xue

et al., 2007a]. Murakami et al. observed that microstructure can enforce

variability of the fatigue crack threshold value, ∆Kth, and that this variability

was upwards of 100% within neighboring grains [Murakami and Endo, 1994].

Taylor concluded similarly from fatigue experimentation that the behavior of

microstructurally small cracks is highly variable [Taylor, 1992]. Taylor attributed

this variability to microstructural inhomogeneity and manufacturing-related

residual stresses near the crack tip.

The effect of microstructure on MSFC behavior is material dependent. Patton et

5



al. observed the effect of lattice orientation on crack formation in AA

7010 [Patton et al., 1998]. It was observed that crack nucleation was most likely

to occur within a grain in a twisted-cube orientation, which they defined as a

“grain orientation for which the two highest Schmid factors are comparable and

relatively large.” They also found that cracks grew along {111}, {110}, or {100}

crystallographic planes. Similarly, Oja et al. observed, for Waspaloy (an FCC

nickel-based superalloy), that nine of ten observed microstructurally small cracks

nucleated within a group of grains that all had comparable and relatively large

Schmid factors [Oja et al., 2010]. Gupta used crystallography to quantify the

MSFC facets in AA 7075-T651 and 7050-T7451, which indicated absence of stage

I fatigue crack growth near the second-phase particles that nucleated a crack:

crack growth did not correspond to any {111} planes [Gupta, 2009].

Furthermore, facet crystallography revealed that crack facet normals were often

parallel to the RD, which was the loading direction in that work [Gupta, 2009].

Therefore, it is expected herein that the nucleation directions will not coincide

with the {111} planes.

McDowell et al. identified the distinct stages of the MSFC phase and

implemented a corresponding series of phenomenological models to predict the

fatigue life of A356-T6 [McDowell, 1996, McDowell et al., 2003]. Following on

that work, localized material response in the neighborhood of an inclusion was

studied by Gall, Xue, and Zhang [Gall et al., 2001, Xue et al., 2007b, Zhang

et al., 2009]. Gall studied the cases of cracked and debonded particles embedded

within an isotropic elastic-plastic region and found that strain localization,

predicted using 2-D models, is comparable between the two cases. In addition, it

was determined that particle size and loading ratio are more significant than

particle shape in the nucleation of fatigue cracks. Xue et al. used an internal
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state variable, isotropic, elastic-plastic constitutive model for non-local

calculation of the maximum plastic shear strain amplitude, which was used to

inform a modified Coffin-Manson model to characterize incubation life. In that

work, parameters for considering grain orientation and size effects were included,

but ultimately not used because of lack of information on the complex effect

these factors may have. Zhang et al. studied fatigue crack nucleation from

inclusions within an isotropic elastic-plastic rate-independent material using 3-D

finite element modeling [Zhang et al., 2009]. While these models recognize and

incorporate the important influence of particle inclusions in crack incubation and

nucleation, they do not consider the importance of the grain morphology or

orientations on the nucleation process.

A few studies have incorporated the effect of grain morphology or orientations on

MSFC. Patton et al. modeled the dependence of crack nucleation and

propagation on grain structure [Patton et al., 1998]. The objective of that work

was to determine the effects of grain boundaries and the volume fraction of

recrystallized grains on total fatigue life for AA 7010. Patton et al. deduced that

incorporation of the number of cycles to incubation and nucleation (the

combination was referred to as initiation in that paper) could improve the

proposed fatigue life model. Morris and James built on the work of Chang et

al. by incorporating the calculation of an effective shear stress, constant within

each grain, that considered crystallographic orientation of the grains with particle

inclusions [Morris and James, 1980]. Using Monte Carlo simulations, they

determined that nucleation would occur at progressively smaller particles

throughout fatigue life. Also, it was found that crystallographic orientation was a

major factor in the probability of nucleation of an incubated crack. Wang et

al. completed a design of experiments study to order the effects of boundary
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conditions, load ratio, inclusion stiffness, number of active slip systems, grain

boundary misorientation, and inclusion aspect ratio on the maximum plastic

shear strain range. In that study, two possible values for each parameter were

considered and it was determined that applied displacement was the most

significant parameter [Wang et al., 2009].

Bennett and McDowell considered the effect of crystallographic orientation on

three proposed fatigue crack initiation parameters. They modeled an idealized,

planar polycrystal without inclusions subjected to several different cyclic loading

histories, considering a combination of plane strain tension/compression and

shear [Bennett and McDowell, 2003]. They incorporated the predicted

distributions of the fatigue crack initiation parameters, computed from a single

hysteresis loop, into a fatigue crack growth equation, and correlated the

predictions with measurements of a MSFC length distribution in a steel with a

martensitic-ferritic microstructure. Because of the 2-D idealization of the grain

structure, crystal plasticity formulation, and boundary conditions, the results of

their work are qualitative in assessing the influence of microstructure.

Kalnaus and Jiang and Korunsky et al. investigated the effect of grain

orientations on total fatigue life [Kalnaus and Jiang, 2006, Korsunsky et al.,

2007]. Kalnaus and Jiang proposed a damage metric associated with energy

dissipation on a critical slip plane for single crystal copper, and obtained good

agreement with single slip, fully reversed, strain-controlled experiments.

Korunsky et al. computed the maximum energy dissipated in a cycle for a 3-D

polycrystal (without particles) with smeared grain boundaries, and obtained

good correlation with fatigue life for a nickel-based superalloy.

The present study extends upon these prior works by incorporating fully 3-D
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microstructural models containing cracked particles, polycrystal

elastic-viscoplasticity, and validation through finite element models that replicate

observed microstuctures. The effect of the grain orientations and grain structure

in the vicinity of cracked particles is explicitly modeled. The incorporation of the

polycrystal elastic-viscoplasticity allows for the modeling of individual slip

systems which enables the computation of more accurate fields. This addition to

previous modeling studies provides the capability to explore specific underlying

mechanisms of the nucleation stage, such as orientation-dependent localized slip,

and improves understanding of the effects of lattice orientation and various local

heterogeneities on the MSFC phase of total fatigue life.

An alternative approach to representing fundamental mechanisms active during

nucleation is provided by discrete dislocation modeling. Explicitly modeling

dislocations and the interactions between them naturally simulates the

mechanisms leading to slip localization. In contrast, in this paper slip localization

is a homogenization of dislocation activity within a continuum crystal plasticity

formulation. In a recent paper by Groh et al. [2008], a cracked elastic particle

within a surrounding ductile matrix, analogous to the baseline model presented

in this paper, was modeled using the discrete dislocation modeling approach

presented by Cleveringa et al. [2000].

1.1.2 Experiment

For this study, fatigue experiments of AA 7075-T651 double edge-notched (DEN)

specimens were carried out to provide observations of the MSFC phase. The

DEN specimen and experimental conditions were chosen to emulate the behavior

of fastener holes in the lower wing cover of a particular military aircraft. A
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detailed explanation of the experiments completed that support this work is

given by Payne et al. [Payne et al., 2010]. The fatigue experiment is briefly

overviewed here to highlight the experimental observations that formed the basis

for the computational modeling completed in this study.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the DEN specimen and notch root from which data were

taken throughout 3000 cycles of R = 0.1 constant amplitude loading. The

coordinate axes correspond to the rolling direction (RD), normal direction (ND),

and transverse direction (TD). Loading was applied in the RD. The observation

window at the monitored notch root was 1.50 mm x 0.50 mm in ND and RD,

respectively. A small portion of the observation window is shown in the center of

Figure 1.1. One of the second-phase particles within that window is shown at the

right of Figure 1.1. Incubation, nucleation, and microstructurally small

propagation were observed to occur at that particle and are denoted by (i), (ii),

and (iii), respectively. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) was used to

provide the grain geometry and orientations shown in Figure 1.1. Overlaying the

EBSD with the observed crack path illustrates the influence of the local

microstructure on the crack growth.

This experiment showed that the incubation stage in AA 7075-T651 occurs,

almost exclusively, during manufacturing or the first half cycle of loading, but

only in a small percentage of particles in a highly stressed region [Bozek et al.,

2008]. However, the number of cycles to crack incubation is strongly dependent

on the applied loading. In a joint study, Weiland et al. observed that the onset of

incubation occurred between 100 and 1000 cycles in AA 7075-T651 match-stick

specimens with R = 0 cyclic loading. One cause for this difference in the number

of cycles to incubation is due to the difference in maximum stress
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concentration [Weiland et al., 2009]. Also, the electro-polishing technique used by

Weiland et al. is known to have a significant influence on the number of cycles to

incubation [Lankford et al., 1984].

In the DEN experiments completed by Payne et al., it was observed that the

small percentage of Al7Cu2Fe particles that crack under loading generally has an

average observable surface area of 17-46 µm2, where the overall average

observable surface area of all Al7Cu2Fe particles was 10-11 µm2, see Table 2 in

Payne et al. [2010]. These observations are consistent with those of many

others [Bowles and Schijve, 1973, Laz and Hillberry, 1998, Patton et al., 1998,

Weiland et al., 2009, Xue et al., 2007a,b]. In other aluminum alloys, second-phase

particles are also the site of crack incubation. However, the incubation

mechanism for other aluminum alloys can also include particle debonding, which

is not the mechanism of consequence in AA 7075-T651 [Bozek et al., 2008, Gall

et al., 2001, McDowell et al., 2003, Tanaka and Mura, 1982, Weiland et al., 2009].

Experimental data showing the number of load cycles at which nucleation events

were observed in the present study are presented in Figure 2.3. Crack nucleation

was found to occur at approximately 73% of the cracked particles and most

required less than 300 load cycles, less than 10% of the total fatigue life. Also, it

was observed that crack nucleation occurred exclusively at cracked particles and

that no nucleation occurred at debonded particles. These data were derived from

tracking MSFC growth at 55 constituent particles during fatigue loading. A

similar observation was also made by Weiland et al. [Weiland et al., 2009].

Furthermore, Figure 2.3 shows that the nucleation event often occurred in the

range of 10 to 100 load cycles, less than 3% of total fatigue life. In addition, it

was evident that the size of the incubated crack was not the only factor that
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effected the likelihood that a crack would nucleate. Therefore, particle size alone

is not a sufficient metric for simulating crack nucleation or propagation.

Furthermore, Gupta observed that relatively large particles were associated with

relatively broad, flat crack nucleation facets; small particles were associated with

smaller, stepped facets. That observation led to the speculation that varying

levels of strain accumulation near the incubated crack front strongly influence the

MSFC behavior [Gupta, 2009]. In the present study it is hypothesized that, in

addition to particle geometry, the surrounding microstructure governs the

localization and accumulation of slip, which actuates the nucleation event.

The lattice orientations of the grains surrounding the particle inclusion, at the

right in Figure 1.1, are shown using orientation imaging micrography. On

average, the crack is propagating through the surrounding grains in a plane

perpendicular to RD, which is aligned with the loading direction. However, there

are marked changes in crack trajectory at grain boundaries that illustrate the

microstructural effect on crack growth direction during the propagation stage of

MSFC growth. Similar observations are reported in the literature for A356,

AA2000 series, AA7000 series, and Al-Li alloys [Potirniche and Daniewicz, 2003,

Tanaka and Mura, 1984, 1982, 1981, Taylor et al., 1999, Weiland et al., 2009, Xue

et al., 2007a,b].

1.2 Nucleation Metrics

Fatigue crack nucleation in AA 7075-T651 is preceded by localized plastic slip in

the neighborhood of a cracked particle inclusion. AA 7075-T651 (peak-aged

temper) is strengthened by non-shearable precipitates about which Orowan
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Figure 1.1: Double edge-notched specimen with cyclic loading applied in the
RD (left). Observation window at notch root in which scan-
ning electron microscopy was used to track the stages of MSFC
throughout 3000 load cycles to track MSFC phase (center).
Cracked Al7Cu2Fe particle inclusion at 3000 load cycles, and cor-
responding grain orientations, in AA 7075-T651 that has under-
gone (i) incubation, (ii) nucleation, and (iii) microstructurally-
small propagation (right).

dislocation loops form during plastic deformation. As a result of these barriers to

dislocation motion, the plastic deformation at heterogeneities, in this case

cracked particles, is relatively diffuse with multiple slip systems active and a

greater degree of irreversibility of slip than in underaged alloys. Persistent slip

bands (PSBs) do not appear to form in AA 7075-T651, and fatigue cracks are

nucleated more rapidly relative to materials where PSBs are observed. Because of

the diffuse plasticity, the nucleation mechanism may be similar to that in low
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Figure 1.2: A histogram of the cycles at which nucleation events occurred
for the AA 7075-T651 DEN specimen. Approximately 73% of
the observed incubated cracks led to nucleated cracks into a sur-
rounding grain.

cycle fatigue where the plastic zone is larger. For other Al alloys, in under-aged

conditions, where single slip dominates, the crack path in early stages of fatigue

crack growth has been observed to be highly serrated, lying on the slip planes in

each grain, while in over-aged conditions, where multi-slip conditions dominate,

cracks normal to the loading direction have been observed [Blankenship Jr. and

Starke Jr., 1991]. In the experiments discussed in the previous section it was

observed that fatigue cracks nucleated both normal to the loading and at angles

which deviated from normal. The actual mechanism of fatigue crack nucleation is

not known, and thus, several candidate nucleation metrics are explored in this

work.

The observations described in the previous section motivate the five candidate

nucleation metrics investigated in this study. Three metrics are based exclusively
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on crystallographic slip, one on the energy dissipated during crystallographic slip,

and one on a combination of slip and normal stress on a slip plane. In this work,

an elastic-viscoplastic crystal model is used with a standard power law

relationship between the rate of shearing and resolved shear stress on the slip

systems, and the hardening behavior is modeled based on the Orowan looping

mechanism. The slip and stress state are computed directly from the integration

of the constitutive equations throughout a finite element model of a

microstructure. For a more complete discussion of the material and

computational model, the reader is referred to [Bozek et al., 2008, Matouš and

Maniatty, 2004].

The first three nucleation metrics are based on the observation that the local

cyclic plastic slip at a cracked particle leads to crack nucleation. This is the

motivation of the Coffin-Manson type relationship used in [McDowell et al., 2003,

Xue et al., 2007b]. In that work, crystal plasticity in the matrix material is not

considered, and the amplitude of the maximum plastic shear strain over a cycle is

related to the number of cycles to nucleate a crack. In Bennett and McDowell

[2003], a simple 2-D polycrystal model with two slip systems is considered, and

the maximum shear strain amplitude on either of the slip systems is investigated

as a potential crack initiation metric. In the present study, a 3-D polycrystal is

modeled and all twelve primary {111}<110> slip systems (four slip planes each

with three slip directions) for FCC crystals are considered. Plastic deformation in

the matrix material is due to slip on the crystallographic slip systems. The

plastic velocity gradient, L̂p, is related to the rate of slip on the slip systems as

L̂p =
Ns
∑

α=1

γ̇αPα, (1.1)

where α denotes a specific slip system, Ns the total number of slip systems, γ̇α

the slip rate on slip system α, and Pα the Schmid tensor for slip system α. A
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power law relates γ̇α to the resolved shear stress on each slip system. Given that

there are twelve slip systems and four slip planes, the question that arises is:

What is an appropriate measure of slip to use as a metric for fatigue crack

nucleation? The first three nucleation metrics define candidate measures to be

investigated.

Nucleation metrics D1, D2, and D3 are functions of accumulated slip Γα, which is

computed for slip system α as

Γα =

∫ t

0

|γ̇α| dt. (1.2)

It should be noted that the accumulated plastic slip defined above, when tracked

as a function of time, can be directly related to the plastic slip amplitude for any

given cycle. Nucleation metric D1 is the maximum value of γα over each of the

slip systems,

D1 = max
α

Γα. (1.3)

D2 is the maximum value of total accumulated slip over each slip plane,

D2 = max
p

Γp, (1.4)

where the total slip on slip plane p, Γp, is computed as the scalar sum of the

accumulated slip for the slip systems on plane p. Nucleation metric D3 is the

total accumulated slip over all slip systems,

D3 = Γ =
Ns
∑

α=0

Γα. (1.5)

If slip on a single slip system dominates, all three of these metrics will give

similar results. Nucleation metric D2 identifies a critical plane on which the total

slip contributes to fatigue crack nucleation, and nucleation metric D3 is based on

the proposition that multi-slip occurs and the slip on all of the slip systems
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contributes to fatigue crack nucleation. These metrics are motivated by the

discussion above regarding the effect of aging on slip system activity and crack

path and the potential relationship to crack nucleation. Extracting this

information from experimental observations alone is very difficult or impossible.

Therefore, comparing and contrasting among D1-D3, and correlating with

experimental observations, is a means to distinguishing the governance of slip on

a single system, single plane, or all systems combined.

Nucleation metric D4 assumes crack nucleation is associated with energy

dissipation due to plastic slip on a slip plane. Skelton suggested that the energy

dissipated per each saturated cycle could be associated with the energy necessary

to propagate a crack [Skelton, 1991]. Korunsky et al. proposed an energy

dissipation criterion in the context of a crystal plasticity model that considered

the energy dissipated over all the slip systems for a saturated loading cycle in a

nickel-based superalloy [Korsunsky et al., 2007]. The energy dissipation per cycle

was found to correlate well with the number of cycles to failure. In the present

study, nucleation metric D4 is the maximum value of energy dissipated on a

given slip plane during the course of plastic deformation,

D4 = max
p

∫ t

0

Nd
∑

α=0

∣

∣γ̇α
p τα

p

∣

∣ dt, (1.6)

where τα is the resolved shear stress along slip system α and Nd is the total

number of slip systems on a given slip plane. Kalnaus and Jiang proposed a

fatigue damage metric for copper single crystals that contains the above term as

well as a term associated with the energy dissipation normal to the slip

plane [Kalnaus and Jiang, 2006]. The term associated with the energy dissipation

normal to the slip plane was found to be relatively small on the critical plane.

The damage accumulation metric in Kalnaus and Jiang was found to correlate

well with four different sets of experimental data on copper single crystals.
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By tracking metric D4 with time, the energy dissipated due to slip on a critical

plane over each cycle may be determined. The physical justification for this

metric is that a slip plane may separate, causing nucleation, or more

fundamentally that nucleation is affected by normal stress on the most active slip

plane. It should be noted here that additional metrics could be defined (with

some reference plane for the normal stress), analogous to D4, which consider a

single slip system or all slip systems, like D1 and D3, respectively. However, to

keep the study succinct, we do not investigate those possibilities herein.

The importance of the normal stress on the critical plane of maximum shear

strain has been identified in earlier works, and is considered in metric D5. Fatemi

and Socie demonstrated that the normal stress on the plane of maximum shear

strain amplitude influences Stage I fatigue crack propagation and proposed a

fatigue crack nucleation criterion that includes a combination of maximum shear

strain amplitude and maximum normal stress on the plane of maximum shear

strain amplitude [Fatemi and Socie, 1988]. That work follows the methodology of

the earlier work of Brown and Miller [Brown and Miller, 1973]. More recently,

Tschopp et al. studied the effect of normal stress on the nucleation of dislocation

loops in copper single crystals using atomistic simulations, and found that a

tensile normal stress on the slip plane greatly lowers the shear stress required to

nucleate a dislocation loop, which suggests a source of the normal stress effect

observed by Fatemi and Socie [Tschopp and McDowell, 2008]. Nucleation metric

D5 is a modification of the metric presented by Fatemi and Socie and considers

the combined effect of crystallographic slip and tensile stress on a slip plane,

D5 = max
p

∫ t

0

Nd
∑

α=0

∣

∣γ̇α
p

∣

∣

(

1 + k
〈σp

n〉

go

)

dt, (1.7)

where 〈σp
n〉 is the tensile stress on slip plane p (〈·〉 are Macaulay brackets defined
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such that 〈x〉 = 0 if x ≤ 0 and 〈x〉 = x if x > 0 so that only tensile stress has an

effect), go is the initial hardness (resistance to slip) on the slip systems, and the

parameter k, set to 0.5 in the present study as suggested by Fatemi and Socie,

dictates the importance of tensile stress relative to plastic slip [Fatemi and Socie,

1988]. Bennett and McDowell and Zhang et al. also investigated a metric similar

to this as a potential crack initiation metric [Bennett and McDowell, 2003, Zhang

et al., 2009].

1.3 Baseline Study

A baseline model was defined to study the effect of orientation on the nucleation

event using the nucleation metrics discussed in Section 1.2, within the finite

element framework. The baseline model used in this paper is similar to that used

by Bozek et al. [Bozek et al., 2008]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the geometry and

boundary conditions used. All elements within this study are 10-node, hybrid

tetrahedral elements. The baseline model emulates a grain that is located at the

surface of a notch root of a DEN specimen containing a second-phase surface

particle. An elastic-plastic finite element analysis of the full DEN specimen,

Figure 1.1, was completed and local strain fields extracted to obtain an accurate

description of the strain field local to each notch; a local peak strain field of 1%

in the RD was computed [Fridline, 2007]. Any gradients in the displacement field

used for boundary conditions are neglected. The gradient may depend on the

inclusion size; however, we attempt to minimize any such effect by making the

surrounding grain sufficiently large with respect to the particle so that any such

effect is minimized. The boundary conditions applied to the baseline model are

such that:
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1. the face containing the characteristic surface particle, corresponding to the

surface of the edge notch root, is modeled as a free surface;

2. the two faces that are normal to the RD have prescribed displacement

boundary conditions such that 1% strain is applied in the RD at load cycle

peaks; and

3. each of the remaining faces of the hexahedral grain is constrained against

displacement in its local normal direction.

The hexahedral region, representing a grain, is modeled using the polycrystal

elastic-viscoplastic material model discussed in Bozek et al. and Matouš and

Maniatty [Bozek et al., 2008, Matouš and Maniatty, 2004]. The ellipsoidal

region, representing a characteristic second-phase particle, is linear elastic and

cracked along its midplane — normal to the RD. The idealized cracked particle is

centered on an RD-ND free surface of the surrounding hexahedral grain. In the

detailed region of Figure 1.3, the left half of the particle is removed to reveal the

crack front and crack face. Also illustrated is a non-local arc about Node A from

which the nucleation metrics were queried. For a complete discussion of inherent

assumptions and verification of the baseline model, the reader is directed

to [Bozek et al., 2008].

Five cycles of R=0.1 loading were applied to the baseline model, simulating local

loading conditions in the DEN specimen, for the three distinct grain orientations

(defined as Rodrigues parameters) given in Table 1.1. Orientation A is similar to

the “Low stress” orientation defined by Bozek et al. in that a particle is under

relatively low stress when surrounded by a grain in this orientation [Bozek et al.,

2008]. However, Orientation A is also a twisted-cube orientation as defined by

Patton et al. [Patton et al., 1998]. Orientation A was analyzed to investigate the
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Table 1.1: Rodrigues parameters for A, B, and C lattice orientations

Orientation label Rodrigues parameters (r1,r2,r3)

A (0.0, 0.0, 0.2101)

B (0.0858, 0.2071, -0.2071)

C (-0.2071, 0.4142, -0.0858)

observations made by Patton et al. discussed in Section 1.1.1. Orientations B

and C are equivalent to the “Intermediate stress” and “High stress” orientations,

respectively, as defined by Bozek et al. [Bozek et al., 2008].

Figure 1.3: Single-grain single-particle baseline model configuration. A non-
local arc in the RD-ND plane is shown centered on Node A. In
the detailed area surrounding the ellipsoidal particle, the left half
of the particle is transparent to reveal the crack front and crack
face. The crack face is in the TD-ND plane.
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1.3.1 Finite Element Analysis and Non-local Nucleation

Metrics

Each nucleation metric, D1...5, is computed at each gauss point within the

hexahedral grain in the baseline finite element model. However, the presence of

the sharp crack front causes a singularity of D1...5 along the crack front. The

form of the singularity in the crystal elastic-viscoplatic grain material is

unknown. Rice et al. showed that the form of the singularity changes with

respect to the angle about the crack tip in the presence of slip systems [Rice

et al., 1990]. Currently, there is no finite element scheme to account for this

singularity in general, as is done, for example, with quarter-point elements in

linear elastic fracture mechanics. Therefore, a non-local approach must be used

near the crack front. Such a non-local approach introduces additional parameters

that must be studied, e.g. non-local domain and regularization method.

The size of the non-local domain has been considered in several related studies.

Gall et al., in a study of MSFC growth from debonded, second-phase inclusions

in A356 aluminum alloy, used a non-local domain area between 0.012D2 and

0.0625D2, where D is the maximum dimension of the modeled particle [Gall

et al., 2001]. This domain area range corresponds to a square with sides of length

10–25% of D. Size effect was incorporated by fixing a non-local regularization

area from which to calculate driving parameters, independent of crack size. This

is a viable approach if the domain over which the dominant mechanisms act is

known, a priori. Xue et al. defined a non-local averaging volume, which was

asserted to be 1% of the volume of the particle in a study of MSFC growth in AA

7075-T651 [Xue et al., 2007b]. Similarly, Zhang et al. defined a non-local

averaging volume, which was asserted to be 10% of the volume of the smallest
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particle modeled in a study of MSFC growth in shot-peened martensitic

steel [Zhang et al., 2009]. In each of those studies, either a non-local area or

volume, which included the singular region immediately adjacent to the crack

was defined and sampled. Unlike previous studies, sampling very near the crack

front is avoided here: finite element results are too unreliable there. In this study,

an arc is used, illustrated in Figure 1.3, rather than an areal or volume sampling.

In preliminary simulation experiments, this approach was found to provide

significantly improved mesh convergence rates. Also, to assert that the non-local

domain size depends on particle volume dictates that non-local domain size is

somewhat independent of the incubated crack size. For example, a particle with

aspect ratio 1:2:1 (RD:ND:TD) and another with ratio 2:1:1 (RD:ND:TD) have

the same volume, but the incubated crack dimension, a, of the first particle

would be twice that of the second for the baseline model studied here. Here, the

non-local domain size is defined to scale with the process zone size. Therefore,

the non-local arc radius is defined as a function of crack dimension, a, rather

than particle volume.

Due to the non-local arc approach taken, a single value — the arc radius

illustrated in Figure 1.3 — must be defined. Making the non-local arc radius

large relative to the incubated crack enables numerical convergence with a

relatively coarse mesh, but can provide results that do not capture the

localization near the incubated crack front, Figure 1.4. On the other hand,

making the non-local arc radius too small precludes convergence even with a

relatively refined mesh. Therefore, an envelope on the non-local domain size must

be defined. An analogous argument was previously made by Xue et al. for an

envelope of non-local volume [Xue et al., 2007b]. Here, the upper bound on the

non-local arc radius is defined to be 25% of the crack dimension, a, Figure 1.3,
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram showing effect of the non-local arc radius on
convergence. There is an inherent singularity along the incubated
crack front within computed finite element fields.

based on the result that beyond this domain the nucleation metrics are no longer

dominated by the presence of the crack. The lower bound of the non-local arc

radius was determined by repeatedly refining the mesh and determining the

smallest radius from which the non-local nucleation metrics converged. It was

found that below a radius of 10% of the crack dimension, a, nucleation metrics

did not converge with mesh refinement. This is equivalent to the range used by

Gall et al. if the crack dimension, a, is substituted for D.

The required mesh refinement for field convergence within the baseline model was

investigated within the envelope defined in Figure 1.4. To determine convergence,

nucleation metrics were queried at one-degree intervals along the non-local arc

shown in Figure 1.3. These pointwise values are shown in Figure 1.5, where θ

corresponds to counter-clockwise movement along the arc. The convergence
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results for each of the five nucleation metrics and three orientations are too many

to be shown here. Therefore, the results for the D1 nucleation metric from

Orientation C are shown. The four levels of mesh refinement were such that

element edge lengths in the coarse, medium, fine, and concentrated refinement

meshes were 10%, 5%, 1%, and 0.5% of the crack dimension, a, respectively,

which correspond to a range of 0.15 to 2.5 million degrees of freedom.

By comparing the nucleation metrics among the four levels of refinement shown

in Figure 1.5, it is seen that results from the fine, and concentrated refinement

meshes produce acceptably similar results. In general, the convergence testing

revealed that the fine and concentrated mesh refinements were within ∼ 2% at a

radius of 25% of the crack dimension, a, and ∼ 5% at a radius of 10% of the

crack dimension, a, for the methods given in Equations (1.8) and (1.9). Based on

these results, it was decided that local element edge lengths of 1% of the

observable crack dimension, a, provide sufficiently converged results for arc radii

of ≥ 10% of the crack dimension, a, and would be used for the remainder of the

baseline simulations. It is important to note here that convergence of the

computed finite element fields is also dependent on the grain orientation being

modeled as well as the linear and nonlinear iterative solver tolerances. Therefore,

it cannot be expected that this refinement level will hold for every possible lattice

orientation of the baseline model. It does, however, provide a representative level

of refinement.

After analysis of the three analyzed orientations, it was found that the values of

all five nucleation metrics are qualitatively similar along the non-local arc within

the baseline model, Figure 1.3.1. Therefore, further illustration of results is

limited to that of the D1 metric. The following discussion of each set of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: D1 nucleation metric versus arc angle at four levels of mesh re-
finement for arc radii equal to (a) 10% and (b) 25% of the crack
dimension, a. These results were taken from Orientation C. Note
the difference in ordinates.

illustrated results can be taken to be true for each of the nucleation metrics.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of D1...5 nucleation metrics. Each metric is normal-
ized by its maximum value along the non-local arc. These data
were taken from Orientation A with a non-local arc radius of 25%
of the crack dimension, a.

1.3.2 Non-local Nucleation Metrics Localization and

Accumulation

The effect of orientation on the localization of the nucleation metrics, D1...5, can

now be studied with the required mesh refinement applied. If the baseline model

were simply a cracked hexahedral grain without a relatively stiff surface particle,

then it would be expected that the directions of localization would correspond

directly to the active slip systems within the grain. However, given the presence

of the cracked particle, the directions of localization might not correspond

directly with the active slip system directions. Figures 1.7(a), 1.7(c), and 1.7(e)

display the D1 scalar field at the peak of the first load cycle, near the cracked

surface particle. Figures 1.7(b), 1.7(d), and 1.7(f) display the directions of the

two slip systems with the highest Schmid factor as projected onto the baseline
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model free surface (an RD-ND plane), which illustrates the correspondence of

active slip system directions and nucleation metric localization within the grain.

In Figures 1.7(b), 1.7(d), and 1.7(f) the Schmid factor, m, for these systems is

given. It is observed that the contours corresponding to localization

approximately align with the lattice slip systems with the highest Schmid factors.

Also, the Schmid factor corresponds to the distance from the crack front that the

localization extends, i.e. the higher the Schmid factor, the farther the localization

extends away from the crack front.

For the AA 7075-T651 DEN specimen and loading studied in this paper, most of

the particles that incubated a crack during cyclic loading did so by the end of the

first load cycle; nucleation usually occurred much later in the fatigue life, Figure

2.3. Therefore, the next step in the baseline study is to investigate the

accumulation of the nucleation metrics during cyclic loading and its dependence

on grain orientation. Figure 1.8 displays three plots — one for each grain

orientation — of the D1 metric along the non-local arc with a radius of 25% of

the crack dimension, a. By comparing the cyclic accumulation of D1 among the

three orientations considered, Figure 1.8, it is seen that localization occurs along

two specific directions in the RD-ND plane; however, each with varying degrees

of localization.

The nucleation metric accumulation is along the same direction at which

localization occurred during the first load cycle. There are two angles, θ, that

correspond to two distinct peaks in D1 within Orientation A: about 36◦ and

about 140◦, Figure 1.8(a). These angles are closely aligned with the directions of

maximum principle shear stress (in the absence of a particle) for the boundary

conditions applied. Similarly, there are two angles that correspond to two
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(a) D1 metric color contour for
Orientation A

(b) Illustration of the 2 slip sys-
tems with the highest Schmid fac-
tor, m, in Orientation A.

(c) D1 metric color contour for
Orientation B

(d) Illustration of the 2 slip sys-
tems with the highest Schmid fac-
tor, m, in Orientation B

(e) D1 metric color contour for
Orientation C

(f) Illustration of the 2 slip sys-
tems with the highest Schmid fac-
tor, m, in Orientation C

Figure 1.7: Nucleation metric D1 contour plots at the peak of the first load
cycle showing dependence of localization on grain orientation
with active systems illustrated.
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distinct peaks in D1 within Orientation B : about 58◦ and about 152◦, Figure

1.8(b). There is no accumulation of D1 after the second load cycle for the peak at

52◦, which is also much less pronounced that the peaks corresponding to

Orientation A. Finally, there are two angles that correspond to two distinct peaks

in D1 within Orientation C : about 26◦ and about 154◦, Figure 1.8(c). Each of

these peaks is less pronounced than those corresponding to Orientation A. Also

from Figure 1.8(a), D1 is very nearly zero between the peaks for Orientation A;

however, this is not true of Orientations B or C, where damage is more uniformly

distributed along the non-local arc. It is apparent that Orientation A induces

greater localization than the other orientations simulated. Furthermore,

Orientation A localizes and accumulates slip activity in directions aligned with

the direction of maximum principle shear stress (in the absence of a particle) and

continues to accumulate along those same directions, whereas slip localization is

at, or near, the particle-grain interface in Orientations B and C. This provides

evidence that the surrounding grain orientation affects the nucleation governing

mechanism. Orientation A induces slip localization within the grain, away from

the particle-grain interface. Conversely, Orientations B and C induce slip

localization along the grain boundary.

1.3.3 Non-local Nucleation Metrics Regularization

Regularization is used to reduce the spatially-varying nucleation metrics along a

non-local arc, e.g. the data illustrated in Figure 1.3.1, to a single representative

value. Regularization is not necessarily essential herein, but practical. Two

methods for non-local regularization were tested within the baseline study. The

first method uses the maximum value of the nucleation metric over all points on
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.8: D1 localization and accumulation along an arc with radius of 25%
of crack dimension, a, for the three simulated grain Orientations
(a) A (b) B (c) C.
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the arc,

max Di (r, θ) , i = 1 . . . 5, (1.8)

where Di is a nucleation metric and the position on the arc is defined by r and θ.

The second approach is based on an average value of the nucleation metric over

the arc,
∫ θ2

θ1
Di (r, θ) dθ
∫ θ2

θ1
dθ

, i = 1 . . . 5. (1.9)

The first method, Equation (1.8), emphasizes nucleation metric localization near

the crack front, which corresponds to a specific global direction, θ. The second

method, Equation (1.9), emphasizes the nucleation metric average near the crack

front. Considering the average and/or max provides a condensed way to track

the change of characteristic values of the non-local data during simulated cyclic

loading. If these regularized values are truly ‘characteristic’ then whatever

information that is lost via regularization should be negligible. The bounds of

integration on Equation (1.9), for the baseline study, are such that θ1 = 0 and

θ2 = π. Both methods are used in the baseline model study to quantify the effect

of lattice orientation on nucleation. In the next section of this paper, a

determination of which method is more physically accurate is made using the

replication models.

The regularized non-local nucleation metrics are now calculated from the data

illustrated in Figure 1.8. Tables 1.2 and 1.3 summarize the effect of orientation

using regularized metrics calculated from the non-local arc with a radius of 25%

of the crack dimension, a, at the peak of the fifth load cycle. The five regularized

nucleation metrics resulting from Equation (1.8) are given in Table 1.2, which

correspond to the direction of highest localization.
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From Table 1.2, it is seen that D3 = D2 = D1 for Orientations A and C.

However, this is not true of Orientation B, in which D3 > D2 = D1. Also, values

of D1...5 in Orientation A tend to be the highest, while those within Orientations

C tend to be the lowest. The single outlier in the data is that of D3 for

Orientation B. This result suggests that there is a significant amount of slip

activity on a secondary slip plane(s) along the direction of highest localization

when the grain is in Orientation B. Therefore, for Orientation B, there are at

least two slip planes within the grain that contribute to slip localization. For

Orientations A and C, there is a single active slip plane within the grain that

dominates slip localization. From these results, it is found that each nucleation

metric can vary by approximately 40-60% with variation in grain orientation.

The results of Table 1.3 differ substantially from those shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.3 compares the nucleation metrics obtained by the domain averaging

method of Equation (1.9) among the three orientations simulated. In general,

D3 ≥ D2 ≥ D1 for each of the orientations studied, as expected from the

definitions given in Section 1.2. However, unlike the results shown in Table 1.2,

values of D1...5 in Orientation C are consistently the highest, while those within

Orientation B are consistently the lowest. The reason for this result is illustrated

in Figure 1.8. For Orientation C, Figure 1.8(c), it is seen that the D1 metric does

not reduce to zero at any point along the non-local arc, and that between the two

directions of localization there is a region where D1 is nearly constant. However,

from Figure 1.8(a), corresponding to Orientation A, the D1 nucleation metric is

zero between the two directions of localization. Lastly, from Figure 1.8(b),

corresponding to Orientation B, there is only one significant direction of

localization. Upon integration of these data it is found that, on average,

Orientation C induces higher nucleation metrics along the non-local arc, and
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Table 1.2: Maximum of D1...5 nucleation metrics along the arc for orienta-
tions A, B, and C at the fifth load peak. The radius of the non-
local arc is chosen as 25% of the crack dimension, a.

D1 D2 D3 D4 (MPa) D5

Orientation A 0.13 0.13 0.13 29.0 0.19

Orientation B 0.11 0.11 0.15 26.0 0.17

Orientation C 0.09 0.09 0.09 21.0 0.12

Table 1.3: Average of D1...5 nucleation metrics along the arc for orientations
A, B, and C at the fifth load peak. The radius of the non-local
arc is chosen as 25% of the crack dimension, a.

D1 D2 D3 D4 (MPa) D5

Orientation A 0.029 0.029 0.036 6.5 0.045

Orientation B 0.025 0.027 0.034 6.0 0.042

Orientation C 0.032 0.037 0.039 8.2 0.049

these are more distributed than in Orientation A. Therefore, it can be concluded

that Orientations A and C are fundamentally different in how they induce slip

activity. Orientation A induces a more localized slip field, while Orientation C

induces a more distributed slip field.

Through five simulated load cycles, the relationship between the regularized

non-local nucleation metric and cycle number is found to be nearly linear after

the first load cycle for both regularization methods, Figure 1.9. Figure 1.9(a)

shows that D1 accumulates at a slightly higher rate for Orientation A than

Orientations B and C. However, as expected from the discussion of the results

shown in Table 1.3, Figure 1.9(b) shows that Orientation C exhibits a larger

value of damage than Orientations A or B as the number of cycles increases. The
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difference among the D1 accumulation rates for the three orientations is

significantly more pronounced in Figure 1.9(b), which corresponds to the metric

averaging method. A fundamental difference between the two methods of

non-local regularization is reflected in Figure 1.9: the averaging method produces

relatively high nucleation metrics for distributed plastic slip near the crack, while

the maximum method produces relatively high nucleation metrics for localized

plastic slip.

It is evident from this study of computed D1...5 scalar fields and their

accumulation, that orientation strongly influences the likelihood of crack

nucleation from a cracked second-phase particle, for the three orientations

considered. Therefore, one would expect that there exists a ‘worst-case’ grain

orientation surrounding a cracked second-phase particle. As illustrated in Figure

1.9(a), Orientation A is among the ‘worst-case’ set of orientations from its

relatively pronounced localization of the nucleation metrics. It is important to

note that Orientation A is among the twisted-cube orientations, observed by

Patton to be likely sites of crack nucleation. Therefore, there is consistency

between the baseline study results computed using the non-local maximum

approach, Equation (1.8), and the experimental findings of Patton et al. [Patton

et al., 1998].

From this baseline study, it is not possible to distinguish which method of

non-local regularization is most valid, although characteristics of each have been

revealed. In the next section, information gained from the baseline model is

applied to the simulation of realistic polycrystal models to test the validity of the

five proposed non-local nucleation metrics, Equations (1.3)-(1.7), and two

non-local regularization methods, Equations (1.8) and (1.9).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.9: Accumulation behavior of D1 nucleation metric over five simu-
lated load cycles. (a) Metrics computed using Equation 1.8 (b)
Metrics computed using Equation 1.9. Note the difference in
ordinates.
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1.4 Replication Models

The nucleation metrics and non-local regularization methods are now used to

study the nucleation phase of two cracked second-phase particles, which were

observed to incubate a fatigue crack during fatigue loading of the DEN specimen.

These two particles are interesting to compare because both particles had cracked

by the end of first loading cycle; the particle in Figure 1.10(a), Particle #50

(P50), was cracked before load application and the particle in Figure 1.11(a),

Particle #135 (P135), cracked at 80% of the first load peak. However, P50

nucleated a crack into the surrounding grains from the top part of the cracked

particle in Figure 1.10 at about 30 cycles of loading and from the lower part of

the cracked particle between 1000 and 3000 load cycles (observations were not

made between cycles 1000 and 3000). In contrast, P135 had not nucleated a

crack into the surrounding grain by 3000 cycles of loading.

Given that both of these particles were separated by only a fraction of a

millimeter, on the free surface of the same notch of the DEN specimen, the key

question is: Why did P50 nucleate a crack while P135 did not? This section

attempts to answer this key question using the replication models, the

polycrystal elastic-viscoplastic constitutive model, and nucleation metrics defined

in Section 1.2.
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1.4.1 Finite Element Model Generation and Fatigue

Simulation

Finite element models that directly replicate the observed microstructures, local

to P50 and P135, were generated to test the validity of the non-local

regularization methods and nucleation metrics. The microstructures, local to P50

and P135, are illustrated in Figures 1.10 and 1.11; the experimental observations

are shown in Figures 1.10(a) and 1.11(a) and the corresponding replicated finite

element models are shown in Figures 1.10(b) and 1.11(b). The coloring in these

two figures corresponds to the grain orientation as measured by EBSD. Slight

differences between the particle geometries obtained from secondary electron

images, illustrated in the expanded portions of Figures 1.10(a) and 1.11(a), and

the particle geometries obtained from EBSD, illustrated in the expanded portions

of Figures 1.10(b) and 1.11(b), exist because the secondary electron images

reflect the particle geometry on the specimen surface, while EBSD provides

measurements of the microstructures slightly below the observed surface.

The finite element models, Figures 1.10(b) and 1.11(b), were generated by first

tracing the grain boundaries given by EBSD within the notch of an AA

7075-T651 DEN specimen. The portion of the image that is expanded in Figures

1.10(b) and 1.11(b) shows the employed finite element mesh within each cracked

particle. Each enclosed region was associated with the observed lattice

orientation, unless the region was a particle, in which case the region was defined

as linear elastic and isotropic. An automated process was developed to import

individual region geometry and corresponding orientations into ABAQUS R©

through a Python scripting interface, where construction of the 3-D polycrystal,

meshing, and application of material parameters and boundary conditions were
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completed. This overall process — from microscopy to 3-D finite element

model — quickly generated the replication models, and after the grain

boundaries were traced, each meshed model took approximately two minutes to

generate. A crack was then inserted in the target particle and only the grains

affected by the change in geometry were remeshed. Analysis was then performed

using an in-house parallel finite element solver.

Since no morphology information was acquired in the TD, the traced grain

boundaries were extruded 74 µm in the TD to be consistent with the

experimentally observed grain aspect ratios. Similarly, the traced particle

boundaries were extruded 3 µm in the TD. Displacement boundary conditions

were applied to produce a local strain field equal to that measured within the

DEN notch during experiment, as discussed in Section 1.3. The P50 model

contains 102 grains and 16 particles, and the P135 model contains 60 grains and

12 particles. Both have approximately 1 million quadratic tetrahedral elements

(∼4.5 million degrees of freedom) and are 100 µm long in the RD, much larger

than the particle dimensions, to minimize any boundary effects near the crack

front.

It was shown in Section 1.3 that a non-local arc radius of 10–25% of the

observable crack dimension, a, was reasonable and provides reliable results, if the

mesh is sufficiently refined. The two replication models were meshed such that

the hybrid quadratic tetrahedra, near the crack front, had element edge lengths

of ∼1% of the crack dimension, a. It was also concluded from the baseline study

that relatively few load cycles were necessary, since after the first load cycle the

D1...5 accumulation is nearly linear. Although the simulation of 10 or even 100

cycles using the finite element models developed here is tractable, it might be
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.10: The P50 2.5-D finite element model, generated from experimen-
tal data, shown with inverse pole figure [100] color contour map.
(a) Inverse pole figure with detail of Al7Cu2Fe particle region.
(b) Corresponding finite element model with zoom on meshed,
cracked particle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.11: The P135 2.5-D finite element model, generated from experi-
mental data, shown with inverse pole figure [100] color contour
map. (a) Inverse pole figure with detail of Al7Cu2Fe particle
region. (b) Corresponding finite element model with zoom on
meshed, cracked particle.

unduly time consuming and unnecessary given the nearly linear nucleation

metrics accumulation rates. Therefore, five cycles of loading were simulated and

D1...5 were linearly projected to the desired number of cycles for comparison of

results.
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1.4.2 Non-local Nucleation Metric Localization and

Accumulation

The illustrated results focus on the D1 nucleation metric, for the sake of brevity.

Like the baseline models, it was observed here that the nucleation metrics were

qualitatively similar. Also, it is assumed here that nucleation is enabled by slip

that is localized in the crystal lattice near the crack front. It was noted that the

presence of the cracked particle in the baseline models influences the directions of

localization and, therefore, slip system directions may not correspond exactly

with the global contours of localized nucleation metrics. This particle effect is

exacerbated for the replication models. In addition to a stiff second-phase

particle — now irregularly shaped — there are grain boundaries and additional

second-phase particles throughout the models. Therefore, it is expected that

localization will react not only to active lattice slip systems, but also to the

modeled microstructural heterogeneities, e.g. grain, subgrain, and particle-grain

boundaries.

Figures 1.12(a) and 1.12(c) display the D1 nucleation metric field near each

replicated particle at the first load peak. Comparing Figures 1.12(a) and 1.12(c)

with Figures 1.12(b) and 1.12(d), respectively, illustrates the correspondence of

active slip systems and heterogeneities with localization in the grains surrounding

each replicated particle. It is observed that the contours corresponding to slip

localization align with either active lattice slip systems or particle-grain

interfaces. In several cases, the direction corresponding to an active slip system

intersects with adjacent particle geometry, precluding the possibility of crack

growth in that direction. In the case of Node 436 in the P135 model, the

microstructure at the crack front includes multiple grains, further complicating
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(a) D1 metric field near P50. (b) Illustration of the 2 slip systems
with the highest Schmid factor, m, in
the P50 model.

(c) D1 metric field near P135. (d) Illustration of the 2 slip systems
with the highest Schmid factor, m, in
the P135 model.

(e) D1 metric color contour bar.

Figure 1.12: Comparison of (a) P50 and (b) P135 D1 fields at first peak load.

the MSFC growth process. As with the baseline models, it is seen that a higher

Schmid factor, m, intensifies localization.

Figures 1.13 and 1.14 display the computed D1 metric along the non-local arc

with a radius of 25% of the crack dimension, a, at each crack front node on the

free surface. It is seen that localization occurs along two directions at each of the
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crack front free-surface nodes. In particular, the accumulation is constrained to

the directions along which localization occurred during the first load cycle, as was

observed in the baseline models. However, as expected, the direction of

localization and accumulation does not always correspond exactly to the active

slip system direction(s) illustrated in Figure 1.12.

At Node 511 in P50, where nucleation first occurred, the D1 metric is dominated

by the particle-grain interface, which corresponds to θ ≈ 50◦ in Figure 1.13(b).

At the other side of the P50 particle, Node 517, the resulting non-local metrics

are similar to those of Orientation A in the baseline models: the active

slip-systems align with the contours along which D1 is localized and accumulated,

and these correspond with the directions of maximum principle shear, Figure

1.13(c). By comparing the cyclic accumulation of metric D1 within P135, Figure

1.14, at the two free-surface crack front nodes, it is seen that localization occurs

along two directions in both cases. Accumulation is constrained to the

particle-grain interface at both of these crack front nodes in P135.

1.4.3 Non-local Nucleation Metrics Regularization

The regularized nucleation metrics are now calculated from the data illustrated

in Figures 1.13 and 1.14. The five nucleation metrics resulting from

Equation (1.8), presented in Table 1.4, correspond to the direction of highest

localization. First, D3 ≥ D2 ≥ D1, as expected from the discussion and

definitions given in Section 1.2. Considering P50, it is seen that D3 > D2 = D1.

This result affirms that there is a significant amount of slip activity on secondary

slip system(s) along the direction of highest localization. Furthermore, the

additional active system(s) are not on the most active slip plane; this follows
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.13: Accumulation of the D1 metric within the P50 model at both
crack front points that intersect the free surface, (a) P50 outline
showing the non-local arc (b) Node 511 (c) Node 517 These data
were extracted along a non-local arc with a radius of 25% of the
crack dimension, a, 1.0 µm.

directly from the definitions of D1,2,3. Therefore, for P50, there are at least two

slip planes within the neighboring grains that contribute to slip localization along

the direction of maximum localization. For P135, this is not the case, since

D3 = D2 ≈ D1. Therefore, for P135, there is a single active slip plane within the

neighboring grains that contributes to slip localization.

We restrict direct comparison of the nucleation metric values presented for P50

and P135 to points where the nucleation mechanism is consistent, i.e. slip
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.14: Accumulation of the D1 metric within the P135 model at both
crack front points that intersect the free surface, (a) P135 out-
line showing the non-local arc (b) Node 436 (c) Node 594. These
data were extracted along a non-local arc with a radius of 25%
of the crack dimension, a, 0.18 µm.

localization is along the particle-grain interface or within the surrounding grain.

Therefore, the regularized non-local nucleation metrics near Node 511 in P50 can

be compared to Nodes 436 and 594 in P135; Node 517 in P50 is a unique case

that cannot be directly compared with other results. From Table 1.4, it is seen

that the regularized D1...4 are higher near Node 511 in P50 than for Nodes 436

and 594 in P135. This result is in agreement with the experimental observation

that P50 nucleated a crack from Node 511, while P135 did not. However, the

regularized value for D5 at Node 511 in P50 is lower than that of Node 436 in
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P135, which is not in agreement with experimental observation.

Fundamentally, the results shown in Tables 1.4 and 1.5 are significantly different,

where Table 1.5 gives the nucleation metric average of the data shown in

Figures 1.13 and 1.14. For the replication models, the domain of integration of

Equation 1.9 corresponds to the portion of the non-local arc that was within a

grain, i.e. if a portion of the non-local arc was within a particle region then that

portion was neglected during integration. In Table 1.5, it is seen that

D3 ≥ D2 ≥ D1 for P50 and P135, as expected. Also, the regularized D1...5 are

higher near Node 511 in P50 than for Nodes 436 and 594 in P135. This result is

in agreement with the experimental observation that P50 nucleated a crack from

Node 511, while P135 did not.

Determination of slip activity on secondary slip systems can be made by

comparing among the regularized D1,2,3 metrics. Overall, the five nucleation

metrics tend to be significantly larger for P50 than P135 along the non-local arc

when using either non-local regularization method. Therefore, it is concluded

that using either non-local regularization method, along with any of D1...5,

predicts that P50 is more likely to nucleate a crack, which is in agreement with

experimental observations. However, this conclusion is based on the nucleation

metric values after only 5 cycles, while the actual nucleation event was observed

to occur later in the fatigue life.
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Table 1.4: Maximum D1...5 nucleation metrics along the arc for P50 and P135
at the peak of the fifth load cycle. Two values are given, one for
each point where the crack meets the matrix material on the free
surface. These data were extracted along a non-local arc with a
radius of 25% of the crack dimension, a, (1.0 µm for P50 and 0.18
µm for P135).

D1 D2 D3 D4 (MPa) D5

P50
Node 511 0.20 0.20 0.25 46.0 0.24

Node 517 0.16 0.16 0.20 37.0 0.21

P135
Node 436 0.18 0.18 0.18 40.0 0.29

Node 594 0.10 0.11 0.11 24.0 0.13

Table 1.5: Average of D1...5 nucleation metrics along the arc for P50 and
P135 at the peak of the fifth load cycle. Two values are given,
one for each point where the crack meets the matrix material on
the free surface. These data were extracted along a non-local arc
with a radius of 25% of the crack dimension, a, (1.0 µm for P50
and 0.18 µm for P135).

D1 D2 D3 D4 (MPa) D5

P50
Node 511 0.038 0.041 0.044 9.0 0.052

Node 517 0.047 0.050 0.060 11.0 0.064

P135
Node 436 0.032 0.032 0.037 7.1 0.049

Node 594 0.022 0.025 0.028 5.6 0.033

1.4.4 Comparison of the Projected Regularized

Nucleation Metrics to Experimental Observations

The nucleation metric D1 is again used as a basis for discussion to illustrate direct

comparison with the experimental observations. As was observed in the analysis

of the baseline model, the relationships between the nucleation metrics and cycle
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number were found to be linear through five simulated load cycles, after the first

load cycle peak, for both non-local regularization methods, Figures 1.15 and 1.16.

This linear relationship allows for a first-order projection of damage accumulation

to larger numbers of cycles. At Node 511 in P50, where nucleation initially

occurred, the regularized non-local metrics were linearly projected to 30 cycles.

For P135, where nucleation did not occur by 3000 load cycles, the non-local

metrics were linearly projected 30 cycles for comparison with Node 511 in P50.

The projected nucleation metrics, regularized using Equation 1.8, are shown in

Figures 1.15(a) and 1.16(a). The regularized D1 metric is projected to be 0.96 at

Node 511 in P50 at 30 load cycles. For P135 at 30 cycles, the regularized D1

metric values are 1.04 and 0.50 at nodes 436 and 594, respectively. Thus a

slightly larger value of D1 is computed for P135, Node 436, from which

nucleation was not observed to occur. The projected nucleation metrics,

regularized using Equation 1.9, are shown in Figures 1.15 and 1.16. The

regularized non-local D1 metric at Node 511 in P50 at 30 load cycles is projected

to be 0.15. For P135 the corresponding D1 metric has values 0.15 and 0.09 at

Nodes 436 and 594, respectively. Therefore, after the linear projection of the

regularized non-local nucleation metrics, neither regularization method is in

agreement with experimental observations since the regularized D1 metric at

Node 436 in P135 is greater than or equal to that of Node 511 in P50.

After completing this study, it is evident that the geometric modeling strategy, in

conjunction with the assertions of linear projection and a direct scaling of the

non-local arc with the crack dimension, a, are insufficient to capture the complete

material response. The projection of microstructure observed at the free surface

into the TD, for example, limits the predictive capability of the models.
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Furthermore, it is likely that the slip localization surrounding the incubated

cracks in P50 and P135 begin to saturate after an unknown number of load

cycles, which is not captured in the linear projection of the regularized non-local

metrics. The value of the D1 metric for Node 511 in P50 was found to be an

order of magnitude higher than either of the nodes in P135 after repeating these

linear projections with the non-local arc radius defined as 1 µm for both P50 and

P135. The assertions of linear projection and direct scaling of the non-local arc

with the crack dimension, a, are the subject of a continued study. It is also

possible that nucleation occurred along the particle-grain interface near Node 436

in P135, but never extended into the surrounding grain, as was seen near Node

511 in P50, and therefore was not observed.

The nucleation event from P50 at Node 517 is unique in this study since it is the

only instance where the highest initial metric value and subsequent accumulation

were not along a particle-grain interface. The regularized non-local metrics were

linearly projected 1000 and 3000 cycles to provide a range of the regularized

metric values which correspond to the observed number of cycles required for

nucleation. Projecting the regularized D1 metrics given by Equation 1.8 results in

a range of 27.5–82.5. Projecting the regularized D1 metrics given by Equation 1.9

results in a range of 7.3–21.9. These regularized metrics, which correspond to the

observed range of nucleation, are about an order of magnitude higher that those

corresponding to slip localization along the particle-grain interface, indicating a

strong influence of microstructural features on MSFC growth.

Any localized variations in the underlying mechanisms associated with crack

nucleation will result in, at a minimum, variations in threshold nucleation metric

values. For example, a low fracture energy associated with a particle-grain
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interface is expected to play an important role in the nucleation event. Slip

localization occurring along the direction of a particle-grain interface may lead to

more rapid crack nucleation than similar levels of slip localization directed away

from a particle-grain interface. A needed enhancement to the non-local

approaches presented here is the introduction of threshold variations of the

non-local metrics to account for such variations in the governing nucleation

mechanisms. The non-local maximum approach, Equation (1.8), is well suited for

such a modification because it is associated with a localization direction for

which a specific threshold value can be computed using the replication modeling

procedure presented here. The investigation of additional nucleation metrics and

threshold values particular to microstructural heterogeneities is planned for

future studies.

1.4.5 Concluding Remarks on the Replication Models

The dotted line extending from Node 517 in P50, in Figure 1.12(b), shows the

observed crack nucleation direction. Recalling the qualitative results of the

baseline study, the localization and accumulation of metric D1 near Node 517 in

P50 are occurring along a similar direction to that computed for Orientation A of

the baseline model. It is noted that the grain that borders P50 and contains

Node 517 has a twisted-cube orientation which was mentioned previously to be a

likely site of crack nucleation [Patton et al., 1998].

By observing the D1 metric contour field near Node 517 of the P50 model,

Figure 1.12(a), and the corresponding values along the non-local arc,

Figure 1.13(c), it is apparent that the slip field is symmetric with respect to the

crack plane. It is reasoned here that the symmetry of localization about the crack
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.15: P50 non-local nucleation metric, D1, accumulation over five cy-
cles of simulated loading, linearly projected to 30 cycles. (a)
non-local maximum method. (b) non-local averaging method.
Note the difference in ordinates.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.16: P135 non-local nucleation metric, D1, accumulation over five
cycles of simulated loading, linearly projected to 30 cycles. (a)
non-local maximum method. (b) non-local averaging method.
Note the difference in ordinates.
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plane, which seems to be characteristic of the twisted-cube lattice orientation,

acts to blunt the crack front, and subsequently, the crack nucleates and

propagates in an apparent Stage II manner, i.e. crack growth does not coincide

with a crystallographic plane. Laird presented a similar argument based on

several experiments investigating single and polycrystalline metallics [Laird,

1967]. Laird asserted that both Stage I and II fatigue crack propagation occur by

plastic blunting of the crack front. This assertion was based on observations of

Stage II propagation and an assumption that both stages were dominated by the

same mechanism, slip localization, since Stage I propagation was then difficult to

observe directly [Laird, 1967]. Direct observation of the plastic blunting process

revealed that, upon propagation, a crack plane would bisect two dominant slip

systems acting in symmetry about the crack plane [Laird, 1967].

Laird also conjectured that, in a polycrystalline material, the presence of

microstructural heterogeneities would tend to enforce an asymmetry about the

crack plane [Laird, 1967]. It has been shown in this section that even in the

presence of a relatively stiff inclusion certain orientations may enforce symmetry

of slip localization with respect to the crack plane. On the other hand, it has also

been shown that local microstructural geometry can enforce a dominant

asymmetry with respect to the crack plane. This asymmetry can occur in the

cases of a subgrain or particle-grain interface, or, as noted by Laird, in cases of

slip systems orientated at “inconvenient” angles to the crack plane [Laird, 1967].

It is important to note here that if the grain material is represented using an

isotropic elastic-plastic model, this concurrence of grain orientation and

microstructural geometry local to the crack can not be represented.

It is evident from this study that the maximum non-local approach,
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Equation (1.8), is beneficial because it is better suited to capture the localization

behavior, which precedes crack nucleation. The maximum non-local method

could also be used as a criterion for directionality of crack nucleation and

propagation during MSFC growth simulation. If localization is highly

asymmetric due to either a microstructural heterogeneity or slip system activity,

then Stage I behavior might govern and the corresponding direction can be taken

as the direction of propagation at a crack growth step. According to the

alternating shear concept, if localization is symmetric about the crack plane,

apparent Stage II behavior is expected and the direction which bisects the

symmetry could be taken as the direction of propagation. When combined, the

average and max regularized values provide information about the relative

localization to diffusion of the slip fields, which could provide useful information

about a change in the governing MSFC mechanism. One way to combine the

average and max values in a fatigue strategy could be for Stage-I/II growth. If

one were to track these values over enough simulated cycles, the average value

might become dominant near the transition. However, crack nucleation direction

may simply correspond to the direction of maximum tangential stress due to the

large size of the incubated cracks. A study of directionality will be included in

the next paper in this series. Furthermore, the antecedents of

high-localization, e.g. subgrain boundaries, particle-grain interfaces, or active

slip-systems, must be combined with a corresponding nucleation metric threshold

to predict nucleation on a case-by-case basis.
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1.5 Summary and Conclusions

The objective of this paper, the second in a series, is to further develop a

framework for computationally simulating MSFC growth in AA 7075-T651. This

paper focused on crack nucleation from second-phase particles in this alloy. It

was hypothesized that the nucleation stage of MSFC growth can be predicted by

computing a non-local nucleation metric near the front of a crack through a

particle. This hypothesis was tested by employing a combination of

experimentation and finite element modeling in which five nucleation metrics and

two non-local regularization methods were tested for validity. Initially, a baseline

model was studied to illustrate the dependence of each of the nucleation metrics

on orientation, number of cycles, and non-local regularization methods. The

baseline model study provided five qualitative insights:

1. Orientation A induces D1...5 driven localization near the crack front to a

greater degree than the other two orientations tested.

2. Orientation C induces a relatively widespread D1...5 field near the crack

front.

3. The calculation of D1...5 accumulation rate is dependent on the employed

non-local regularization procedure.

4. The baseline model is in qualitative agreement with experimental

observations that orientations of the twisted-cube type appear to induce

crack nucleation.

5. The accumulation of nucleation metrics, D1...5, using either non-local

calculation method, is nearly linear after the first load cycle, so metrics
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D1...5 can be projected through; however, further investigation into the

validity of this linear projection is needed.

The results of this study were then initially validated against microstructural

models constructed directly from experimental data. Compute clusters and

state-of-practice experimental technologies provided the capability for preliminary

validation simulation of physical mechanisms at work during the crack nucleation

stage of the MSFC phase. The results of this study were used to determine the

validity of using a continuum crystal plasticity model and a non-local nucleation

metric to predict the nucleation event. After five cycles of simulated fatigue

loading, which were projected to 30 cycles, four key items were uncovered:

1. The antecedent of localization, e.g. subgrain boundary, particle-grain

interface, or active slip-system in twisted-cube lattice, must be combined

with a corresponding nucleation metric threshold to predict nucleation on a

case-by-case basis.

2. The method of non-local regularization has important implications on the

outcome of the prediction of nucleation, since each inherently emphasizes

certain mechanisms.

3. After five load cycles, the replication models show the same linear

accumulation of D1...5 — similar to that of the baseline models.

4. Stage II propagation was observed to occur in the presence of a

symmetrical slip field with respect to the crack plane, which is consistent

with the concept of plastic blunting [Janssen et al., 2002, Laird, 1967].

The elastic-viscoplastic polycrystal constitutive model employed here does not

inherently capture size effect. Therefore, the effect of particle crack size was not
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captured in this study. Defining a physically-justifiable non-local arc size, one

that does not scale directly with particle crack size, would effectively incorporate

size effect into the nucleation metric values. However, it is not known what fixed

size of non-local arc is physically justifiable. Therefore, the non-local arc radius

was defined as a fraction of the observable particle crack dimension, a, and this

approach precludes identification of any nucleation metrics that are size

dependent.

The elastic-viscoplastic polycrystal model is capable of simulating slip on

individual slip-systems which, although in a smeared fashion, enables the

simulation of slip localization and accumulation during cyclic loading. This

simulation capability enables qualitative insight into two important questions

raised from experimental observation: 1) Do cracks nucleate in Stage I or Stage

II for this particular alloy, and why?, and 2) To what extent does grain

orientation dictate where and when incubated cracks nucleate? Stage I crack

growth was not observed to occur in the models studied here, which is in

agreement with the experimental observations made by Gupta [Gupta, 2009].

Crack nucleation was observed herein to occur along a particle-grain interface, in

one case, and in Stage II in another case. Also, it is evident that slip localization

symmetry is a driving force for Stage II. It was also found that grain orientation

plays a fundamental role in the crack nucleation mechanism. Furthermore, there

is qualitative consistency among the baseline models, replication models, and

past experimental observations, which all suggest that a set of particular grain

orientations are most likely to nucleate fatigue cracks. However, it still unknown

whether the apparent Stage II nucleation and propagation is driven by Mode I

behavior, the availability of relatively low-energy sub-grain boundaries, or by the

uptake of hydrogen, or some combination thereof, as suggested by Gupta [Gupta,
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2009]. Tangential stress along the non-local arc will be added to the presented

slip-based nucleation metrics in future computational modeling studies to

investigate the possibility of Mode-I behavior.

A complete understanding of the physical response and necessary statistics of the

microstructure during MSFC propagation, in each stage and proper sequence, is

needed to model the MSFC phase in its entirety. Further simulation is necessary

to completely validate qualitative and quantitative models for the prediction of

the incubation and nucleation stages of MSFC growth. The next paper in this

series will be dedicated to further investigation of the validity of the non-local

nucleation metrics and calculation methods presented here on a number of

additional replication models. This calibration will enable the identification of

particles that will nucleate a crack, rather than the identification of particles that

induce a relatively high localization, as was done here. In addition, replication

models will be compared against experimental data to further calibrate and

validate the incubation simulation methodology presented in the first paper of

this series [Bozek et al., 2008].
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CHAPTER 2

CORRELATION OF SIMULATED SLIP AND STRESS FIELDS

WITH OBSERVATIONS OF NUCLEATION

It has been observed during fatigue of AA 7075-T651 double edge-notched

specimens that a small percentage of Al7Cu2Fe particles crack during

manufacturing or very early in the fatigue life. Some of the particles that crack

eventually nucleate cracks into the surrounding microstructure, and among them

the number of cycles required for nucleation varies widely. These particles that

nucleate a crack are the sites where dominant fatigue cracks originate. Therefore,

it is important to comprehend the mechanics underpinning the observed variation

so that the subsequent propagation stage can be accurately modeled. To this

end, finite element models of replicated grain and particle geometry are used to

compute mechanical fields near monitored cracked particles with each grain’s

measured orientation defined using an elastic-viscoplastic crystal plasticity model.

Nonlocal slip-based metrics are used to study the localization and accumulation

of slip near the cracked particles providing mechanics-based insight into the

actuation of the nucleation event. A high slip localization and accumulation rate

is found to be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for nucleation from

cracked particles: a sufficient local driving stress must be present, which is

strongly dependent on the local microstructure and accumulated slip. Therefore,

neither stress-life nor strain-life fatigue models should be used to model

nucleation in this alloy. Furthermore, the simulation results elucidate that the

local stress required to drive nucleation reduces as slip is accumulated. These

results provide a quantitative relationship between slip accumulation and the

reduction of the local driving stress required for nucleation, providing a physical

basis for the damage concept. Consequently, a semi-emprical model for the
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number of cycles required to nucleate a crack is defined. Lastly, the observed

nucleation direction was orthogonal to the computed local maximum tangential

stress direction, and did not coalign with the directions of slip localization and

accumulation (i.e. low-index crystallographic system directions). Therefore, the

critical plane approaches should not be used to model nucleation in this alloy.

2.1 Introduction

Fatigue life prognosis is currently limited in its ability to incorporate

microstructurally small fatigue crack (MSFC) growth. However, this regime

accounts for upwards of 80% of fatigue life for structural components

[Brockenbrough et al., 1994, Fan et al., 2001, Suresh, 1998]. Improved insight

regarding the behavior of metals under fatigue loading reduces uncertainty in

growth models and, consequently, reduces cost through longer inspection

intervals, improved design, and delay or elimination of component retirement.

Furthermore, improvements in modeling plasticity and fracture within a

microstructure provide a means to test virtual microstructures to determine the

characteristics that promote fatigue resistance, which can streamline design of

improved, fatigue resistant, materials. These improvements in fatigue modeling

and simulation rely on the continual refinement in understanding of the

mechanisms that drive fatigue cracking and the inherent material mechanisms

that resist it. The reader is directed to McDowell [2007] and McDowell and

Dunne [2010] for encompassing reviews of microstructure-sensitive fatigue crack

formation modeling.

The MSFC phase is strongly dependent on microstructural heterogeneities and,

as such, is governed by mechanisms that differ from those in long cracks:
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similitude does not apply. Consequently, McDowell et al. have proposed a

multistage decomposition of fatigue life into a superposition of models for

incubation, microstructurally small crack growth, and long crack growth

[McDowell et al., 2003, McDowell, 2007, McDowell and Dunne, 2010]. Therein,

“incubation” is the aggregation of the appearance of a fatigue crack plus the

crack growth required to extend beyond the crack-initiating feature. Advances in

high-resolution characterization and computational capability have provided the

means to decompose further the stages of MSFC, which necessitates slightly

modified terminology. Herein, as in the previous papers in this series,

“incubation” is decomposed into 3 stages which can be distinguished during

physical experiment: incubation, nucleation, and early microstructurally small

crack propagation, Figure 2.1(a).

The MSFC phase decomposition considered in this work is motivated by recent

observations by Payne et al. [2010]. In the notch root of AA 7075-T651

double-edge notched (DEN) specimens, Payne observed, as have many

researchers, that cracking of Al7Cu2Fe particle inclusions was the first

mechanism of consequence in MSFC [Bowles and Schijve, 1973, Grosskreutz and

Shaw, 1969, Kung and Fine, 1979, Xue et al., 2007a]. This stage is termed

incubation because of the relatively long cycle lag before the next stage,

nucleation, is actuated. The nucleation event is defined by the extension of a

crack, initially contained within a particle inclusion, into the surrounding matrix

material. Microstructurally small propagation is defined as the early stage of

crack growth in which microstructural features play a dominant role in controlling

crack shape and rate of growth. The experimentally observed cycle lags among

the three stages are illustrated in Figure 2.1(b). Each of these stages is governed

by distinct mechanisms and is strongly dependent on the local microstructure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Illustration of and physical reasoning for the decomposition of
the MSFC phase into 3 stages: incubation; nucleation and; prop-
agation. (a) Incubation is defined as the cracking of an Al7Cu2Fe

particle, nucleation occurs when the incubated crack crosses the
particle/grain interface, and propagation is the navigation of the
crack through the microstructure. (b) Incubation occurred ei-
ther before loading or upon the first load cycle; a significant time
lag occurred before incubated cracks nucleated; and propagation
occurred shortly after nucleation [Payne et al., 2010].
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This paper, the third in this series, describes the development of a semi-empirical

nucleation stage model [Bozek et al., 2008, Hochhalter et al., 2010]. To this end,

finite element models were generated by replicating the observed microstructure

surrounding cracked Al7Cu2Fe particles. The evolution of these incubated cracks

was closely monitored during fatigue loading, providing observational data on the

number of cycles required to nucleate the incubated cracks. Simulations of cyclic

loading (with applied strains equivalent to those in the DEN notch root) of the

replicated-microstructure models were used to compute stress fields and slip

localization and accumulation near the incubated cracks. A description of the

process by which the replicated finite element models were generated is given in

Section 2.2.

To model more accurately the cycle lag following incubation, Hochhalter et al.

[2010] defined five slip-based metrics to study nucleation. It was found that a

mesh-insensitive solution could be attained with refinement and a non-local

query of the slip fields. However, no conclusion could be made as to the physical

validity of using accumulated slip alone to model the number of cycles required

to nucleate an incubated crack. It is shown in Section 2.3 that accumulated slip

is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for nucleation. Simulation results of

the replicated-microstructure models elucidate that the local stress required to

drive nucleation reduces as slip is accumulated, providing a physical basis for the

concept of fatigue damage. Based on these results, a semi-emprical model for the

required number of cycles to nucleate an incubated crack is developed in

Section 2.4, in which finite element analysis is required to compute local stress,

slip localization, and slip accumulation rate. Lastly, some of the limitations of

and alternative methods for simulating the stages of MSFC using

elastic-viscoplastic crystal plasticity within the finite element framework are
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given in Section 2.5. This detailed treatment of the mechanics underpinning the

MSFC phase is made possible by improvements in materials characterization,

physics-based material models, and parallel-computation.

2.1.1 Background

Many researchers have summarized observations of MSFC in many metallic

materials in the literature. Among all of the studies, one fundamental question

recurs: When does plastic deformation occur and when does fracture occur?

From the wealth of empirical data gained from decades of experimentation the

fatigue community has been gaining insight into particular instances of this

question, but a fundamental comprehension of the mechanics is often lacking.

The main threads in the empirical knowledge-base are binned into two topics for

preliminary discussion here: the formation of microcracks at microstructural

features, and how does localization and accumulation of plastic deformation

occur near microcracks.

It is commonly observed that microstructural heterogeneities, such as

second-phase particles or grain boundaries, are microcrack-forming features.

Microstructural heterogeneities are likely crack initiating sites because of the

localization and accumulation of plastic deformation that they induce

[McClintock, 1968]. Among the many observations of MSFC, it is commonly

noted that when second-phase particles are associated with initiation sites,

relatively large particles are more likely to incubate a crack. Bowles and Schijve

[1973] provided experimental observations of the effect of constituent particles in

AA 2024-T3. They concluded that large plastic strains led to particle-matrix

debonding or cleavage of particles, the preference of which is apparently
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determined by particle geometry, spacing, composition, and the alloy processing

method. They also observed that the early propagation direction of

microstructurally small cracks is markedly affected by the geometry of

constituent particles. Kung and Fine [1979] observed that fatigue cracks initiated

on coarse slip lines at relatively high applied cyclic stress in AA 2024-T3 and at

lower applied cyclic stress the initiation was associated with consitituent

particles. Grosskreutz and Shaw [1969] observed that constituent particles were

exclusively associated with fatigue crack initiation in AA 2024-T4, even in the

presence concentrated slip bands. Laz and Hillberry [1998] studied the MSFC

phase in 2024-T3 and found that relatively large, ≥ 58µm2, Al7Cu2Fe particles

were crack incubation sites. Patton et al. studied the critical microstructural

mechanisms governing the MSFC phase in AA 7010. They observed that fatigue

crack initiation sites were either Al7Cu2Fe or Mg2Si particles and, furthermore,

that crack incubation and nucleation were influenced by the local

crystallographic texture.

Slip behavior is also commonly noted to be a dominant mechanism in MSFC

formation. Horton and Ohr [1982] monitored dislocation emission using

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in Al and noted that dislocations

accumulate near the crack upon loading, but that crack propagation was abrupt,

during which the crack was sharp and dislocations were not emitted. McEvily Jr

and Johnston [1967] recorded observations of the interplay between slip behavior

and fatigue in a Fe-Si alloy, and compare and contrast with observations made

during fatigue of a variety of basic alloys. It was observed that difficultly in

cross-slip led to an increased crack formation frequency for stage-I cracks,

apparently due to slip localization. Conversely, ease of cross-slip enabled diffusion

of slip localization on individual slip systems and stage-I crack formation
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frequency decreased. They concluded that diffuse slip physically restricted tensile

stress concentrations, which, in turn, reduced the likelihood of stage-I cracking.

The aging process of metallic alloys affects the strength of the hardening

particles, affecting slip localization and accumulation, and MSFC. Templin [1954]

observed that “weakening” of AA 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 under low-cycle fatigue

occured due to dislocation accumulation on slip planes and subgrain structure

formation. Garrett and Knott [1975] studied fatigue cracking in pure AlCu

alloys. They observed that, in the underaged condition, crack growth navigated

low-index crystallographic planes, but only at the specimen surface where plastic

restraint was low. In the peak and overaged conditions, they found that growth

did not correspond to low-index crystallographic planes, even at the specimen

surface. Laz and Hillberry studied the MSFC phase in 2024-T3 (underaged) and

observed that crack nucleation from second-phase particles was stage-I. Also,

TEM-aided observations of MSFC in AA 7075-T651 (peak aged) were made by

Santner and Eylon [1979]. Each of these studies has motivated strain-life

approaches to fatigue modeling.

Early on, models for the mechanical fields in geometrically complex metallic

microstructures were highly idealized, due in part to a lack of computing

capacity. Chang et al. [1979] and Morris and James [1980] incorporated effective

shear stress — constant within each grain — into a dislocation pile-up model for

incubation and nucleation. Using Monte Carlo simulations, they predicted that

nucleation would occur at progressively smaller particles throughout fatigue life.

Also, it was found that crystallographic orientation was a major factor in the

probability of nucleation of an incubated crack, and that the number of cycles

required to nucleate a crack was much higher than that of incubation, which is
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consistent with the observations illustrated in Figure 2.1(a). Tanaka and Mura

also developed a dislocation pile-up model assuming that initiation occurs when a

critical strain density is attained. They have shown that this model yields the

Coffin-Manson relationship for fatigue crack initiation and a Petch-like

relationship of grain size and fatigue strength [Tanaka and Mura, 1984, 1982a,b,

1981]. The Tanaka and Mura model agrees with that of Morris and James in that

it is predicted that relatively large particles will nucleate cracks earlier than

smaller particles [Tanaka and Mura, 1982b]. Chan and Lankford [1983] modified

the Tanaka-Mura model for crack initiation based on dislocation pile up for

stage-I growth by incorporating crack size and microscale-dependent parameters.

The crack length at initiation is modeled as the alignment of dislocations along a

slip system, each contributing a burgers vector magnitude to the crack length.

For crack initiation in a grain, the Taylor factor, grain diameter, slip-band width,

and surface energy were incorporated; however, the Taylor factor was fixed at 2,

and the slip-band width and surface energy were constant parameters calibrated

to experimental data. They found that the predicted crack initiation sizes were

several orders of magnitude lower than those observed experimentally.

Application of computational mechanics, especially prevalent over the last

decade, has enabled refinements in modeling the effects of grain orientation, grain

boundary misorientation, constituent particles, etc., on MSFCs. Even so, a

fundamental mechanics basis describing the sequence of plastic deformation and

crack growth is still lacking. Recent literature is illustrative of the focus that is

being placed on a fundamental physics- and mechanics-based understanding by

the fatigue research community. A brief highlight of some

microstructure-dependent modeling and simulation studies is given here. The

reader is directed to [McDowell and Dunne, 2010] for an encompassing review of
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recent computational modeling of MSFC in aluminum and nickel-based alloys.

Localized deformation in the neighborhood of second-phase particles was

modeled by Gall et al. [2001], Xue et al. [2007b], and Zhang et al. [2009]. Gall

et al. [2001] studied the relative effect of cracked and debonded particles on

MSFC in A356. Cracked and debonded particles were modeled in a 2D isotropic

elastic-plastic model and it was found that strain localization was intensified near

the debonded particles, which supports observations of MSFC in A356. Xue

et al. [2007b] used an internal state variable, isotropic, elastic-plastic constitutive

model for nonlocal calculation of the maximum plastic shear strain amplitude,

which was used to inform a modified Coffin-Manson model for the number of

cycles required for incubation, nucleation, and early propagation. In that work,

parameters for considering grain orientation and size effects were included, but

ultimately not used because of lack of information on the complex effects these

factors might have. Zhang et al. [2009] studied fatigue crack nucleation from

inclusions within an isotropic, elastic-plastic, rate-independent material using 3-D

finite element modeling. These, along with several other informative studies

[McDowell et al., 2003, Przybyla et al., 2010, Shenoy et al., 2005], have developed

“fatigue indicator parameters,” e.g. cyclic plastic shear strain accumulation or

the Fatemi-Socie metric [Fatemi and Socie, 1988, Fatemi and Yang, 1998], to

model MSFC driving forces.

Localized deformation near MSFCs and the corresponding dependence on grain

geometry and orientation has also been studied. Bennett and McDowell [2003]

considered the effect of crystallographic orientation on three proposed fatigue

crack initiation parameters. They modeled an idealized, planar polycrystal

without inclusions subjected to several different cyclic loading histories,
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considering a combination of plane strain tension/compression and shear.

Johnston et al. [2006] added to these studies by simulating intragranular crack

growth in AA 7075-T651 using 3D finite element modeling. Similarly, Potirniche

and Daniewicz [2003] found that plastic zone shape and size, as well as crack tip

opening, were strongly influenced by grain orientation. Wang et al. [2009] also

published results of simulations of a MSFC near a grain boundary where several

model parameters were considered in a design of experiments study.

Observations of MSFC during experiment have been closely tied with

corresponding microstructure simulations in studies of nickel-based alloys.

Flouriot et al. [2003] generated 3D, single-crystal finite element models of a

nickel-based superalloy and validated simulated fields with experimentally

observed deformation modes. They concluded that the computed deformation

compared well with the experiment, outside of a core region directly surrounding

the crack front where intense discrete slip lines were not captured in the finite

element modeling. Manonukul and Dunne [2004] generated a 2D finite element

model of a nickel-based polycrystalline alloy and computed slip accumulation

throughout. A critical accumulated slip rule was found to correspond with the

Coffin-Manson relationship in low cycle fatigue. Dunne et al. [2007] replicated, as

a finite element model, the grain geometry and orientation using electron

back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) of a nickel-based alloy with prismatic grains. It

was found that the crack initiation sites correspond to locations of highly

localized slip, as predicted from the finite element model. Arakere et al. [2009]

generated 3D models of a single crystal nickel-based alloy modeled as an elastic

anisotropic material and showed that, even with a simplified model for crystal

response, the slip localization directions could be predicted near a crack front.
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Historically, the capability to make detailed observations of fatigue behavior at

the microscale has far surpassed the capability to model the sequence of

mechanisms underpinning the behavior, which has made physical inference of the

observations difficult. The detailed simulation of MSFC — characteristic of the

last decade — has incorporated the mechanics of various heterogeneities and slip

behavior to aid the formulation of more accurate, fundamental MSFC models.

Continued improvements in the accuracy of deformation models near a

microstructurally small crack continue to improve the ability to interpret

observations and reduce uncertainty in fatigue life modeling approaches.

2.2 Experiment and Replicated-Microstructure Modeling

For this study, two fatigue experiments on AA 7075-T651 double edge-notched

(DEN) specimens were performed to provide observations of the MSFC phase. A

detailed description of these experiments is given by Payne et al. [2010]. Within

the notch root of the DEN specimen, 1423 Al7Cu2Fe particles were monitored

throughout 3000 cycles of R = 0.1, constant amplitude loading applied in the

rolling direction (RD). The observation window at the monitored notch root was

1.50 mm x 0.50 mm in ND and RD, respectively, Figure 2.2. The loading and

environmental conditions applied during the experiment emulated overload cycles

near an aircraft wing-panel bolt-hole.

The experiment illustrated that the incubation stage in AA 7075-T651 occurs,

almost exclusively, during manufacturing or the first half cycle of loading, but

only in a small percentage of particles in a highly stressed region [Payne et al.,

2010]. These observations are consistent with that of many others [Bowles and
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Figure 2.2: Observation window at the DEN specimen notch root where par-
ticles were monitored during cyclic loading. The 11 monitored
particles that were chosen for replication simulations are illus-
trated, along with their location within the observation window.

Schijve, 1973, Laz and Hillberry, 1998, Murakami and Endo, 1994, Patton et al.,

1998, Weiland et al., 2009, Xue et al., 2007a]. Crack nucleation occurred

exclusively from incubated cracks and did so at a widely varying numbers of

cycles. Crack nucleation was found to occur at approximately 73% of the

monitored cracked particles, Figure 2.3. This observation was also made by

Weiland et al. [2009] in a separate study.

From the 1423 particles monitored by Payne et al. [2010], a subset of 11 particles

of interest was selected for replication analysis. Figure 2.2 illustrates the

observation window within which these 11 particles of interest were monitored,

along with the relative locations of the particles. These particles were chosen

because they collectively represent a cross section of 5 observed variables: size;
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Figure 2.3: A histogram of the cycles at which nucleation events occurred
for the AA 7075-T651 DEN specimen. Approximately 73% of
the observed incubated cracks led to crack nucleation into a sur-
rounding grain.

aspect ratio; incubation during manufacturing or loading; nucleation occurs or

does not occur; and the number of cycles to nucleation, Table 2.1. Of the 11

particles, 7 incubated a crack during the first load cycle, and 4 during

manufacturing. Subsequently, 7 incubated cracks nucleated at a wide range of

cycles, Table 2.1. Comparing and contrasting the data presented in Table 2.1

illustrates that there is no correspondence between the particle size and the

number of cycles to nucleation. Thus, particle size alone is not a sufficient metric

for modeling crack nucleation and growth. This conclusion holds for the the

statistical analyses of the 1423 particle data set made by Payne et al. [2010] and

Harlow et al. [2010].

Finite element models were generated that replicate the measured grain, particle

and crack geometry, and grain orientations based on OIM and SEM images of

subregions containing the 11 particles of interest. Grain boundaries were defined
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Table 2.1: Summary of observations and measurements of the 11 particles of
interest chosen for replication simulations.

Particle Id
NDxRD Size Incubation Nucleation

[µm2] [Cycle Number] [Cycle Range]

P11 4x6 1 N/A

P135 1x6 1 N/A

P169 2x8 1 N/A

P88 3x9 0 N/A

P187 3.3x10 1 10-30

P91 5x8 1 10-30

P50 4x8 0 30-100

P124 6x6 0 100-300

P87 2x9 1 100-300

P208 5x8 0 300-1000

P22 2x10 1 300-1000

by misorientations ≥ 6◦. Figure 2.4 illustrates the processing of OIM data to

generate replicated 3D finite element models. With the DEN specimen on a tilt

stage in a SEM, EBSD was used to determine grain structure and orientation at

the notch root, specifically in regions encompassing several particles of interest.

The resulting images were “wrapped,” Figure 2.4(a), because of the stage tilt and

curvature of the notch.

The Rhino3D R© software was used to “unwrap” these images, Figure 2.4(b).

After the OIM images were correctly aligned with the specimen RD, TD, and ND

axes, a rectangular bounding box was superimposed and grains extending beyond
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the boundary were trimmed for boundary condition application, Figure 2.4(b). In

general, the bounding region was chosen to be approximately 100 µm x 50 µm,

10-20 times the typical dimensions of the particle of interest, which was centered

in the bounding box. The grain boundaries around the constituent particles were

often shadowed in the OIM data sets, which reduced precision when tracing the

grain boundaries very near the particle. This occurs because second-phase

particles are much harder than the neighboring Al matrix, and as a result the

particles protrude from the surface slightly after polishing. Another cause of the

shadowing effect was due to the 70-degree tilt of the specimen with respect to the

EBSD camera.

After the 2D microstructural geometry was “unwrapped” and clipped,

geometrical checks were done for coherence along all interfaces and enclosure of

each particle and grain region. Each enclosed region was associated with the

observed lattice orientation, unless the region was a particle, in which case the

region was defined as isotropic. Since no microstructural geometry data could be

acquired in the TD, the grain boundaries traced in the RD-ND plane were

extruded 74 µm in the TD to be consistent with the 50th percentile of

experimentally observed grain aspect ratios, Figure 2.4(c). Similarly, each

particle was extruded 3 µm in the TD in accordance with the 50th percentile of

experimentally observed particle size in the TD. Extruding the geometry into the

TD, in this way, results in a void behind each particle, which was filled in by the

grain which had the most contact with the particle. Developments in 3D X-ray

tomography should be useful in more accurately representing the TD geometry.

Cracks that were observed to incubate in this subset of particles were

geometrically represented in the finite element model. An elastic-viscoplastic
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crystal plasticity model for grain deformation was used with grain orientation

assignments based on the EBSD data [Matouš and Maniatty, 2004]. The

Al7Cu2Fe particles were modeled as linear elastic to failure because of observed

brittle behavior and the nanoindentation measurements provided by LeDonne

and Rollett [2010]. A component-scale, elastic-plastic finite element analysis of

the DEN specimen was completed and local strain fields were extracted to obtain

an accurate description of the strain field local to each notch; a local peak strain

of 1% in the RD was computed [Fridline, 2007]. Any gradients in the

displacement field used for boundary conditions are neglected. This entire

microstructure replication process was automated via the ABAQUS R© Python

scripting interface, where construction of the 3-D polycrystal, meshing, and

application of material parameters and boundary conditions were completed.

The simulations were then performed using an in-house parallel finite element

solver, which typically utilized 1000 processors for about 24-48 wall-clock hours

per load cycle.

Comparison of the computed stress and slip fields near the particles that

nucleated a crack and those that did not nucleate provides insight into how

nucleation occurs. Similarly, comparing and contrasting the computed stress and

slip fields near the incubated cracks that nucleated provides insight into the

observed variation in the number of cycles required for nucleation. The objective

of this analysis is to develop a model to accurately predict: 1) Which particles

nucleate a crack into the surrounding matrix, 2) The load cycle at which

nucleation events occur, and, 3) The direction of nucleation. The simulations of

replicated microstructures under cyclic loading provide physical inference of the

variability in these three important elements of fatigue cracking.
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Figure 2.4: Process of creating the replication finite element models required
3 main steps: (a) orientation imaging microscopy, (b) unwrap-
ping, clipping, and outlining the grain boundaries, and (c) ex-
truding and meshing. This process is illustrated for a particle of
interest, P22.

2.3 Nucleation Stage Replicated-Microstructure

Simulations

A basis for this study is provided by Hochhalter et al. [2010], in which the

numerical issues and physical validity of using accumulated slip alone to model

the number of cycles required to nucleate an incubated crack was determined. It

was made apparent in that initial investigation that slip-based metrics that
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characterize localization and accumulation could be used to better understand

nucleation. The orientation of grains surrounding a cracked particle was shown to

effect whether a single-dominant direction or multiple-slip localization directions

were governing plastic deformation near the cracked particles. Similarly,

Lankford et al. [1984] and Chan and Lankford [1983] observed during experiment

that slip bands are confined to a region where the stress field is dominated by the

presence of the crack. Furthermore, a high level of mesh refinement was found to

be required for the finite element simulations. However, neither a model for the

number of cycles required for nucleation, nor a direction criterion could be

determined by Hochhalter et al. [2010] because of a lack of data. In the study

presented here, a sufficient number of replication simulations of incubated cracks

under cyclic load provide a physical basis for such conclusions.

2.3.1 Analysis of Stress and Slip-based Metrics Results

To study localization and accumulation of slip within the grains surrounding a

cracked particle, five slip-based metrics were defined. The reader is directed to

[Hochhalter et al., 2010] for a detailed discussion of the physical and

mathematical bases for all five metrics. Each of the metrics were derived from a

crystal elastic-viscoplastic formulation [Matouš and Maniatty, 2004]. Two of

those metrics are investigated here since it was found that for AA 7075-T651

(and the load level/ratio applied), the metrics provided qualitatively similar

results. Therefore, illustrations and discussion are limited to the “D1” and “D3”

metrics since they provide the bounding concepts in such metrics — D1 considers

only the most dominant slip system, while D3 is a summation of the slip on each

of the 12 slip systems. The slip-based metrics are an extension to the “fatigue
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indicator parameters” concept, highlighted in Section 2.1.1, in that they are used

similarly to indicate stages of MSFC, but explicitly incorporate slip localization

and accumulation derived from crystal plasticity behavior.

In addition to the slip-based metrics definitions, two nonlocal regularization

techniques were investigated [Hochhalter et al., 2010]. A nonlocal arc was defined

along which the metrics were queried from the underlying microstructural finite

element model, Figure 2.5. The nonlocal arc is simply a path that circumscribes

a point on the crack front so that mesh insensitive, converged results can be

obtained: divergence of fields at the crack front occurs with mesh refinement, as

expected. The slip-based metrics obtained along the nonlocal arc are then

regularized using either the maximum or average value to provide a practical

means to compare and contrast among the localization and accumulation

behavior of various sets of finite element results. The regularization of the

nonlocal arc data to a single maximum or average value implies that the value

represents the mechanics directly along the crack front. In other words, the

nonlocal arc provides the means to compare converged values, while the

regularization provides a single characteristic metric value.

Hochhalter et al. [2010] used 10–25% of the incubated crack size as the nonlocal

arc radius. The lower bound was set as a result of divergence of fields very near

the crack front. The upper bound was set to ensure that effects of the presence of

the crack were considered. However, the use of continuum crystal plasticity,

without consideration of gradient effects, is probably not reliable below ≈ 1µm.

Therefore, a lower-bound, nonlocal arc radius of 1 µm is used in this study.

Furthermore, numerical convergence is maintained with this lower bound since

none of the incubated crack sizes are greater than 10 µm. Also, instead of simply
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taking the maximum value along the nonlocal arc, the D1 values in the direction

at which the rate of accumulation was maximized is considered. For D3, the

average value along the nonlocal arc is taken. The nonlocal maximum value of

D1 emphasizes the effect of localization of slip on the dominant system, while the

nonlocal average value of D3 emphasizes the effect of homogenization of slip on

all systems. Analyzing these two metrics and regularization methods provides

results at the bounds of the concept of these slip-based metrics and their

nonlocal regularization. Briefly, nonlocal average of the Fatemi-Socie metric,

[Fatemi and Socie, 1988], is also discussed because of its frequent usage

throughout the literature.

A shorthand nomenclature is used while illustrating and discussing results from

the replication simulations. First, to distinguish between a metric that is the

result of one of the regularization techniques and the raw metric data along a

nonlocal arc, a right superscript will be added to a field variable being

regularized, e.g. σmax
θθ or D

avg
3 . The right subscript on a field variable denotes the

variable identifier and when a critical value of the field variable is referred to, a

‘cr’ is placed in the left superscript.

For brevity, some illustrations are limited to the results of the two monitored

particles that bound the observed number of cycles to nucleation, P187 and P22,

Table 2.1. Figure 2.5 illustrates the D1 metric fields in the P187 and P22

replication models at the third simulated load peak (the end of the simulation).

The heterogeneity in the slip field and the slip localization near the incubated

crack are immediately obvious in Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b). The results fields D1,

D3, and σθθ were queried along the nonlocal arc: σθθ is the component of stress

tangential to the nonlocal arc at any point along it. Considering only the front
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RD–ND surface, there are 2 points where the incubated crack front ‘daylights,’

points A and B. The nonlocal data presented here correspond to the point at

which D1 and D3 accumulated at the fastest rate.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate the results of sampling the D1 and D3 fields along

the nonlocal arc in P187 and P22. The nonlocal arcs are oriented such that

θ = 0◦ is aligned with the RD and counter-clockwise movement along the arc is

positive. These plots illustrate the directions of slip localization and

accumulation that result from the cyclic loading and proximity to the incubated

crack. It is evident that the D1 and D3 metrics provide similar results, which

suggests that a single-dominant system is active. Also, the direction of

localization and accumulation are dependent on grain orientation and particle

and grain geometry. For points along the nonlocal arc that lie in a particle

region, the values of the slip-based metrics are set to zero, since the metrics are

undefined for the isotropic elastic particles. The ∆Dmax
1 and ∆D

avg
3 are the

incremental increase of the regularized nonlocal metrics between the second and

third load peaks and should not be confused with the increment between

mininum load and peak load, Figures 2.6 and 2.7. This increment will saturate

upon continued cyclic loading and the incremental value after saturation should

be considered [Hochhalter et al., 2010, Xue et al., 2007b].

Comparing simulation results of those particles observed to not nucleate,

Table 2.2, with those observed to nucleate, Table 2.3, illustrates that σmax
θθ does

not provide a valid criterion for whether an incubated crack will nucleate or not

nucleate. However, it is also seen that the values of ∆Dmax
1 in Table 2.2 are

significantly lower than the corresponding values in Table 2.3. This implies that

only the slip-based nucleation metrics should be incorporated to predict the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Computed D1 contours at the peak of the 3rd load cycle with
magnified view in the neighborhood of the cracked particles, (a)
P187 and (b) P22. The meshed particles and nonlocal arc with
radius 1µm, along which results fields were queried, are also il-
lustrated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Computed D1 along nonlocal arc about the point at which nu-
cleation was first observed to occur from (a) P187 and (b) P22.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Computed D3 along nonlocal arc about the point at which nu-
cleation was first observed to occur from (a) P187 and (b) P22.
Nnuc is the number of cycles after incubation.
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cracked particles likely to nucleate a crack and that ∆Dmax
1 = 0.02 is the

threshold value. Also, P87 is an ‘outlier’: according to results of slip

accumulation rate, P87 should not have nucleated. This discrepancy is attributed

to a microvoid present at the point where the incubated crack in P87 met the

grain boundary; this microvoid was not captured in the replicated model

containing that particle.

It is evident from Table 2.3 that there is no direct correlation between ∆Dmax
1

and the observed number of cycles to nucleation. Based on these results and

previous results of Hochhalter et al. [2010], it is concluded that these metrics

alone should not be used to model the number of cycles required to nucleate an

incubated crack, since there is no evidence that slip localization and

accumulation are sufficient to drive the nucleation stage.

There is, however, a direct correlation between the magnitude of σmax
θθ near each

particle and the observed number of cycles to nucleation for the particles with

∆Dmax
1 above the threshold, Table 2.3. The driving stress along the nonlocal arc,

Figure 2.8, varies among the replication simulation due to the microstructure

surrounding each of the cracked particles, and those under relatively high stress

nucleate earlier than those under a relatively low stress. This observation is

analogous to the commonly observed macroscopic S-N fatigue behavior. In fact,

it is evident that this microstructural variability in driving force leads to

variability seen in macroscopic S-N behavior.

Hochhalter et al. [2010] showed that the slip-based metrics could be linearly

projected over a number of cycles as a first-order approximation since a constant

∆D1...5 was found to occur after the first load cycle. To linearly extrapolate the

D1...5 metrics, a finite element simulation is needed to compute the value at the
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Table 2.2: Summary of the replication simulation results for each of the 4
monitored particles that incubated, but did not nucleate a crack.
The table contains ∆Dmax

1 and σmax
θθ for each. Since nucleation

was observed not to occur from these particles no linearly pro-
jected value of this metric can be provided. The values of σmax

θθ

are presented for the first load peak.

Particle Id
Accumulation Rate σmax

θθ

(∆Dmax
1 ) [MPa]

P11 2.0E−2 708

P135 1.6E−4 660

P169 3.5E−3 882

P88 0.0E+0 533

Table 2.3: Summary of the replication simulation results for each of the 7
monitored particles that incubated, and subsequently nucleated, a
crack. The table contains ∆Dmax

1 , and its linearly projected value
at the observed cycle range of nucleation, and σmax

θθ for each. The
values of σmax

θθ are presented for the first load peak.

Particle Id
Cycle Range Accumulation Rate Linearly Extrapolated σmax

θθ

of Nucleation (∆Dmax
1 ) (lower) (upper) [MPa]

P187 10–30 4.2E−2 5.07E−1 1.4E+0 820

P91 10–30 5.3E−2 5.58E−1 1.62E+0 776

P50 30–100 2.9E−2 9.13E−1 2.93E+0 628

P124 100–300 2.0E−2 2.0E+0 5.9E+0 583

P208 300–1000 2.4E−2 7.3E+0 2.4E+1 535

P22 300–1000 7.0E−2 2.13E+1 7.03E+1 496

P87 300–1000 9.0E−7 2.6E−2 2.7E−2 606

first peak and the subsequent constant accumulation rate. These values were

calculated from the simulation results of the 7 monitored particles that nucleated
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a crack and Table 2.3 summarizes the linearly projected values to the observed

cycle range of nucleation. Note that since observations of the microstructure were

not made after every load cycle, only a range in which nucleation occurred is

known, e.g. P187 had not nucleated a crack by 10 load cycles, but had by 30 load

cycles. Relaxation of the σmax
θθ was found to occur over the simulated load cycles,

which is a result of shielding due to the localization and accumulation of slip near

the particle. However, the relaxation occurred at a rate much lower than the

accumulation of slip according to the D1,3 metrics.

To this point, analysis of the computational results has led to two main

conclusions: that the computed magnitude of slip localization and accumulation

provides a valid metric for determining which incubated cracks will nucleate and;

the computed tangential stress local to the incubated crack provides a valid

metric for the number of cycles required to nucleate the crack. The aggregation

of these two main points is illustrated in Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b). These figures

illustrate that crσmax
θθ decreases as the projected values of Dmax

1 and D
avg
3

increase, and that the relation is power-ruled. The values of σmax
θθ and the

projected Dmax
1 and D

avg
3 values to the observed cycle of nucleation provide the

critical relationship for nucleation, which is shown in Figure 2.9. In addition,

qualitatively similar results occur when the accumulated slip is modeled using

Dmax
1 or D

avg
3 . A marked difference between the Dmax

1 and D
avg
3 results is

expected for nucleation in underaged alloys or vacuum environment, where

persistent slip-band cracking is more predominant.

Previous observations of MSFC propagation provide some insight into nucleation

direction. In several previous studies it was surmised that stage-I growth

occurred prior to the onset of stage-II growth in AA 7075-T651 because of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: The computed tangential stress with respect to the nonlocal arc,
σθθ, about the point at which nucleation was first observed to
occur from (a) P187 and (b) P22.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Projected fields along nonlocal arc corresponding to the replica-
tion models of particles that were observed to nucleate from the
incubated crack (a) max(σarc

θθ ) vs D1 and (b) σmax
θθ vs D

avg
3 .
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crack path tortuosity [Payne et al., 2010, Xue et al., 2007a]. However, a recent

in-depth study of the correlation of crack propagation path, within 50 µm of

incubated cracks (as near the nucleation stage as experimentally possible), and

low-index crystallographic systems for AA 7075-T651 was done by Gupta [2009].

Two central contributions of that work are shown here in Figure 2.10, where

crack face facet normal vectors are plotted with respect to crystallography,

Figure 2.10(a), and specimen coordinates, Figure 2.10(b). Figure 2.10(a) shows

that the measured crack face facet normals do not correspond to any low-index

crystallographic system, while Figure 2.10(b) illustrates that the crack face facet

normals were very nearly aligned with the loading direction. Since AA 7075-T651

is a peak-age hardened alloy, persistent slip-band cracking is not expected due to

the unshearable hardening particles that result from the peak-age processing of

the alloy.

The observations of Gupta [2009] are supported by the results shown in

Figure 2.8 because crack nucleation from the Al7Cu2Fe particles is directed

normal to the direction of local σmax
θθ , Figure 2.8, and not with the slip

localization directions, Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Figure 2.8 illustrates that the

directions of σmax
θθ , θ ≈ 90◦, are nearly perpendicular to the direction of applied

load.

The strong dependence of the nucleation stage on the stress field near a cracked

particle motivates the mixed-life (stress and strain) fatigue models. The

critical-plane model presented in Fatemi and Socie [1988] is one such parameter

and is frequently used as a fatigue indicator parameter for MSFCs. The nonlocal

average values of the Fatemi-Socie metric, modified for crystal plasticity and

denoted D5 in Hochhalter et al. [2010], are analyzed to relate with previous
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Fatigue crack surface (tested in ambient air environment) crys-
tallography results plotted on (a) an irreducible stereographic
triangle with contour lines drawn at 3◦ intervals, and (b) a
stereographic projection with respect to specimen coordinates.
[Gupta, 2009].

research, cf. McDowell and Dunne [2010]. To remain consistent with most

previous research, the nonlocal average of the metric and the increment between

minimum load and peak load of the metric are analyzed, ∆D
avg
5 . The ∆D

avg
5

data in Table 2.4 suggest similar conclusions provided by Tables 2.2 and 2.3

above: the ∆D
avg
5 metric can provide predictions for which particles will nucleate

a crack, but not when nucleation will occur. This is because the stress in the D5

metric corresponds to the normal stress acting on the slip plane, and not the

maximum principle stress, which is found here to have a strong affect on the

cycles to nucleation, Figure 2.9. In other words, since nucleation is a stage-II

event, the slip localization and accumulation direction does not necessarily

coalign with the direction of nucleation and, consequently, the maximum

principle tangential stress near the particle should be used to model nucleation.

Previous statements that small cracks grow faster than large cracks at equivalent

∆K values might be explained, in part, by the MSFC nucleation behavior,
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Table 2.4: Summary of the replication simulation results for ∆D
avg
5 , the non-

local average of the metric and the increment between minimum
load and peak load of the 3rd cycle. The first four particles did not
nucleate and, consequently, no cycle range observed for nucleation
can be given.

Particle Id Cycle Range ∆D
avg
5

P11 N/A 1.4E−3

P135 N/A 4.5E−5

P169 N/A 1.4E−3

P88 N/A 1.2E−4

P187 10–30 4.4E−3

P91 10–30 1.5E−2

P50 30–100 2.4E−3

P124 100–300 6.0E−3

P208 300–1000 3.2E−3

P22 300–1000 1.8E−2

Figure 2.9. In LEFM-based approaches, the cyclic values of ∆K are either

calculated from handbook solutions or computed numerically; however, neither

the neighboring grain orientation nor particle shape are taken into account.

Incorporation of these physical entities near the crack, as illustrated in this

Section, causes a very large variation in the stress and slip fields local to the

microstructurally-small crack. For example, P208 and P91 have very nearly the

same incubated crack size; however, P208 nucleated into a stress field where the

σmax
θθ was about 550 MPa, while P91 nucleated into a stress field where the σmax

θθ

was about 780 MPa: from isotropic elastic-plastic finite element analysis of the

DEN specimen the stress at the surface of the notch root was computed to be 550

MPa. It is assumed here that the grains are perfectly bonded in each replicated
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polycrystal model and each polycrystal undergoes the notch-root strain.

Consequently, grains with orientations that are relatively stiff with respect to the

local strain will act as an additional stress concentration factor. This additional

concentration of stress led to the relatively early nucleation of P187, and others

in Table 2.3. Conversely, much more slip accumulation had to occur near P22,

and others in Table 2.3, expending the neighboring grain’s capacity to do plastic

work, for the local stress field to be adequate for nucleation.

2.3.2 Analysis of Crack Displacement Results

Several MSFC propagation stage models have hypothesized that the change in

crack-tip displacement over a load cycle, ∆
−−−→
CTD (a vector representation of the 3

orthogonal cartesian components of crack-tip displacement), is the dominant

driving force, which is based on experimental observations [Li, 1989, 1990,

McClintock, 1999, McDowell et al., 2003]. It is reasonable then to analyze the

relation between ∆
−−−→
CTD and the nucleation stage. To this end, measured and

computed CTDI values, the opening component, are compared for validation of

the microstructure replication simulations, Figure 2.11. Next, computed

||∆
−−−→
CTD|| values for the incubated cracks that nucleated a crack are compared to

those that did not nucleate a crack. Lastly, the computed ||∆
−−−→
CTD|| values are

compared to the number of cycles required to nucleate an incubated crack.

High-resolution SEM images of 5 of the monitored particles that incubated a

crack were taken at the first load peak — 3 that nucleated a crack (P124, P187,

and P91) and 2 that did not (P169 and P88). From these images, 5 CTDI

measurements were taken at the center of the incubated crack, which resulted in

a small range of values due to measurement uncertainty, Figure 2.11(b). This
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measured range is given in Table 2.5 along with the corresponding computed

CTDI values. For each, there is close agreement between the measured and

computed values.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.11: Incubated crack mouth opening in P124 (a) simulated and (b)

observed. (c) The vector
−−−→
CTD is the relative displacement of

the two sides of the incubated crack with components aligned
with the RD, ND and TD.

Along each incubated crack mouth in the replication simulations 100 equally

spaced ||∆
−−−→
CTD|| values were queried, starting at point B and ending at point A,

Figure 2.12. It is evident from the results, Figure 2.12, that there is a correlation

between ||∆
−−−→
CTD|| and actuation of nucleation, with the exception of P88, and

that the ||∆
−−−→
CTD|| threshold value is ≈ 0.058µm. It was observed during
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Table 2.5: Comparison of the computed and measured CTD values at the
first load peak for 5 of the monitored particles that incubated a
crack.

Particle Id P124 P187 P91 P169 P88

Measured CTDI [µm] 0.12-0.16 0.09-0.11 0.08-0.13 0.05-0.07 0.09-0.11

Computed CTDI [µm] 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.07

experiment and simulation that CTDI was nearly constant along most of the

crack mouth due to blunting of the incubated crack front, Figure 2.11. Also, the

computed values of CTDI were typically an order of magnitude greater than

CTDII,III .

McClintock [1999] asserted that the ∆CTDI threshold, ∆CTDth
I , could be

approximated by:

∆CTDth
I ≈

2Eb

πσult

, (2.1)

where E is the elastic modulus, 72,000 MPa, b is the burgers vector magnitude,

2.86 × 10−4µm, and σult, 570 MPa is the ultimate tensile strength. Using these

values typical of AA 7075-T651, Equation 2.1 yields ∆CTDth
I = 0.023µm, which

is about half of the threshold value illustrated in Figure 2.12. Equation 2.1 is

based on a relation between ∆CTDI and ∆KI , which was obtained from finite

element analysis of microstructurally long cracks. It is expected that ∆CTDth
I

obtained from the replication simulations is higher than that predicted by

Equation 2.1 because of the presence of nearby microstructural interfaces.

Therefore, the measurements and replication simulation results suggest that

Equation 2.1 should not be used to predict which cracked particles are likely to

nucleate a crack: more accurate finite element analysis is warranted.

Comparing the number of cycles required to nucleate an incubated crack,
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Table 2.1, with the computed ||∆
−−−→
CTD||, Figure 2.12, illustrates that high

||∆
−−−→
CTD|| indicates early nucleation with the exception of P124. However,

subsequent propagation of the MSFC which nucleated from P124 was observed to

have the fastest rate among the monitored particles, which suggests that

||∆
−−−→
CTD|| is correlated with the rate of MSFC propagation. A study subsequent

to this paper will investigate further this observation.

Figure 2.12: Replication simulation ||∆
−−−→
CTD|| results along the normalized

incubated crack mouth size.

2.4 Nucleation Stage Model Development

The results of the replication simulations illustrate that either ||∆
−−−→
CTD|| or the

slip-based metrics along with local stress can be used to predict if, when, and in

what direction nucleation will occur. The slip-based metrics are chosen for model

development because of their intrinsic tie to the mechanics of lower length scales

and slightly more accurate correlation with the observed cycles to nucleation.
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Conceptually, the results of the replication simulations imply that the

expenditure of a microstructure’s capacity to do plastic work can be modeled

using the slip-based metrics and that σmax
θθ will drive the nucleation event, that

is, if a critical amount of plastic exhaustion has occurred. This result motivates a

model for the nucleation stage. The discussion here will use the computed Dmax
1

metric as an example, since there is a more well-defined correlation with the

number of cycles to nucleation, Figure 2.9(a). However, the following

development can be used for any of the five slip-based metrics defined in

Hochhalter et al. [2010].

The results of the replication simulations suggest that a power law relation exists

between crσmax
θθ and the accumulated slip, Dmax

1 , near an incubated crack,

Figure 3.10(a). For a given stress near a cracked particle, σmax
θθ , a corresponding

amount of slip must accumulate so that the stress is sufficient for nucleation.

This critical relation is given by:

σmax
θθ = crσmax

θθ = σult
θθ (crDmax

1 )α (2.2)

where α is a scaling exponent and σult
θθ is the magnitude of stress capable of

driving nucleation with minimal slip accumulation. These two parameters must

be calibrated to the data of Figure 2.9(a): calibration to the lower bound data

gives σult
θθ = 690 MPa and calibration to the upper bound data gives σult

θθ = 810

MPa, both result in α = −0.15. As an alternative to fitting σult
θθ to the results

given in the previous section, either of the values of σmax
θθ for the monitored

particles that nucleated first, P187 and P91, could be used since little slip had

accumulated at the time of nucleation.

From the replication simulation results presented by Hochhalter et al. [2010], it is
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.13: Illustration of the relationships governing the number of cycles
to nucleate an incubated crack, crNnuc. (a) crσmax

θθ is dependent
on the slip accumulation that has occurred near the incubated
crack. The value of σmax

θθ for a specific particle can become
equivalent to the critical value if the critical slip accumulation,
crDmax

1 , has occurred near the particle. (b) Given σmax
θθ for a

specific particle, then the corresponding crDmax
1 is used to cal-

culate crNnuc

assumed that the accumulation of Dmax
1 follows the piecewise-linear form

illustrated in Figure 3.10(b). This critical relation is given by:

crDmax
1 = Dmax

1(Nnuc=1) + ∆Dmax
1 (crNnuc − 1) (2.3)

where Nnuc is the number of cycles after incubation and crNnuc is the number of

cycles required to nucleate an incubated crack. Substituting Equation 2.3 into

Equation 2.2 gives the semi-empirical model for crNnuc:

crNnuc =
(

σmax

θθ

σult

θθ

)
1
α − Dmax

1(Nnuc=1)

∆Dmax
1

+ 1 (2.4)

The model for the number of cycles required to nucleate an incubated crack,

given by Equation 3.5, incorporates both the driving force for nucleation, σmax
θθ ,

as well as the rate at which the surrounding microstructure is expending its
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capacity to do plastic work, ∆Dmax
1 . As σmax

θθ increases, crNnuc decreases.

Likewise, as ∆Dmax
1 increases, crNnuc decreases. The values σmax

θθ , Dmax
1(Nnuc=1), and

∆Dmax
1 depend on particle geometry, surrounding grain geometry and

orientation, and strain level. According to the model developed here, nearly

every particle in a sampled distribution will eventually nucleate, if ∆Dmax
1 ≥ 0.0.

However, in an actual microstructure, nearby cracks that nucleated relatively

early will shield neighboring incubated cracks. Therefore, it is reasonable to set

an upper threshold to crN , or to explicity simulate multiple cracked particles

within a single model to account for interaction effects.

2.5 Limitations and Alternatives

It is well-known that conventional crystal plasticity (CCP) formulations do not

accurately capture some aspects of plastic deformation at or below the

micron-scale. Encompassing discussion of the limitations of crystal plasticity is

given by Buchheit et al. [2005] and Hutchinson [2000]. Nevertheless, CCP

formulations are commonly employed to study material state fields near a crack

within a microstructure. The physical justification is that valid insight can still

be gained as long as the limitations of CCP models are considered. One possible

approach for determination of a lower bound on the length scale at which CCP

formulations begin to break down is presented by Wallin et al. [2008]. In that

study, a discrete dislocation region surrounding a crack tip was coupled to a

surrounding region represented by CCP. Initially, the discrete dislocation region

was made sufficiently large, so that no discrepancy in the resulting stress fields

was observed on either side of the coupled boundary. Subsequently, the discrete

dislocation region was reduced until a discrepancy was observed, i.e. the length
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scale at which CCP no longer accurately modeled the stress field, on average.

Capability for three-dimensional modeling of discrete dislocations in

high-strength alloys has not yet been attained, making that approach limited for

the replication models studied herein, but it can still serve as a first-order

estimate.

The power-law parameters from Section 2.3 could be explained through more

fundamental physics-based modeling of dislocation interaction. However, the

model developed in this study, which is CCP-based, has a fundamentally different

perspective than modeling crack nucleation using dislocation dynamics, c.f. Groh

et al. [2008]. First, nucleation modeling based on CCP models must account for

the expenditure of the material’s capacity to do plastic work during cyclic

loading, i.e. the local material strength is continually reduced by slip

accumulation. On the other hand, as illustrated by Figure 2.14, dislocation

dynamics and strain-gradient crystal plasticity models incorporate additional

work-hardening due to geometrically-necessary dislocations (GNDs), thereby

cyclically increasing the driving stress until the critical stress is met. The first

method accounts for GND accumulation as an effect on the material’s inherent

crack growth resistance force, while the second method accounts for GND

accumulation as an effect on the crack growth driving force.

2.6 Conclusions

The development of a mechanistic and probabilistic MSFC simulation

methodology is presented throughout this series of papers. In the first paper of

the series, Bozek et al. [2008] develop a methodology to provide a statistical
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of attaining a σmax
θθ cracking criterion, analogous to

that presented herein, for dislocation dynamics model. Using
dislocation dynamics, stress will increase during the accumu-
lation of dislocation near the crack. Thus, instead of modeling
energy dissipation as is done herein via the nucleation metrics, a
single constant critical stress is defined and nucleation will occur
from a cracked particle once that critical stress is attained.

distribution of Al7Cu2Fe particles that are likely to incubate a crack, given

distributions of particle shape and surrounding grain orientation. In paper two of

this series, nonlocal slip-based metrics were defined, and numerical issues and

physical validity were investigated. These metrics along with the finite element

simulations of replicated AA 7075-T651 microstructure analyzed in this third

paper provide physical infererence of the observed nucleation stage. The

simulation results lead to a semi-empirical model for predicting the subset of

cracked particles that are likely sites for nucleation. Therefore, the particles in a

digital microstructure realization that are likely to incubate and nucleate MSFCs

can be predicted, given statistics of inherent microstructure features and local

strain level. These particles, which serve as MSFC ‘hot spots’ in AA 7075-T651,

can subsequently be considered in simulations of MSFC propagation and the

statistically insignificant particles can be disregarded.

The replication simulations presented here provide insights into the mechanics

upon which a semi-empirical model is formulated, including if nucleation is going
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to occur from a cracked particle, the number of cycles required to nucleate an

incubated crack, and the direction in which nucleation will occur. The

semi-empirical model is based on several conclusions:

1. Accumulation rate of slip-based metrics can be used to model which

incubated cracks are likely to nucleate, but does not accurately model the

number of cycles to nucleate a crack.

2. The slip-based metrics indicate reduction of toughness of the

microstructure under localized slip accumulation.

3. The local maximum tangential stress acts as the driving force and should

be incorporated to model accurately the number of cycles to incubate a

nucleated crack.

4. The observed nucleation direction did not correspond with low-index

crystallographic planes.

5. The nucleation direction is normal to the computed, local, maximum

tangential stress direction and the observed crack tortuosity is apparently

due to the altering of the direction of maximum tangential stress due to

local heterogeneous features.

Several previous observations have shown that small crack growth was

characterized by an absence of conventional threshold cyclic stress intensity and

abrupt changes in growth rate were observed [Chan and Lankford, 1983,

Lankford, 1982, Lankford et al., 1984]. It is evident that such abrupt changes in

growth rate occur because of mechanisms similar to those governing nucleation:

the crack must cross a microstructural barrier. Also, as a crack grows through

the AA 7075-T651 microstructure it will navigate regions with widely varying
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stress fields and levels of accumulated slip. The availability of any paths that are

already highly disordered, such as subgrain boundaries, provides an equivalent to

a region with highly accumulated slip, i.e., the inherent ability to do plastic work

is low. Therefore, the simulations and resulting models developed herein, as well

as CTOD analysis, are expected to be helpful in developing analogous rules for

MSFC propagation.
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CHAPTER 3

MECHANISTIC PROBABILISTIC DETERMINATION OF

HOTSPOTS

Probabilistic modeling of the mechanics of microstructurally small fatigue cracks

(MSFCs) to determine hotspots — combinations of features that are highly likely

to form dominant MSFCs — in digital realizations of microstructure is presented.

This is motivated by recent experimental observations and statistical analyses

that illustrate that microstructural hotspots can not be determined based solely

on the statistics of microstructural features, mechanics-based modeling is needed.

However, the mechanics of MSFCs are complex and detailed finite element

simulations are necessary for accurate modeling. Consequently, there have

recently been advancements made in mechanics-based fatigue models for the

sequence of stages of MSFCs, incorporating grain geometry and texture, strain

level, and other heterogeneous features such as particle size and aspect ratio. A

probabilistic approach to model the complex, stochastic mechanical interplay

among the various microstructural features and MSFC mechanics is presented in

this contribution. The approach is based on the concept that statistically

insiginificant realizations of microstructural features can be identified and filtered

out. Validation of this process is shown by comparing the statistics of observed

hotspot features with the statistics of the predicted hotspot features. Accurate

determination of the MSFC hotspots provides a distribution initial crack sizes

and locations in a digital microstructure for subsequent simulations of MSFC

propagation, while improving computational efficiency by providing only the

statistically significant hotspots.
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3.1 Introduction

The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the National

Research Council Canada are investing in the development of fatigue prognosis

systems that will enhance safe-life and damage-tolerance management

philosophies [Christodoulou and Larsen, 2004, Liao, 2009]. Motivation for such

investments is illustrated by the U.S. Air Force safe-life approach to prognosis of

turbine engine components, where, for a fracture-critical component, 1000 will be

retired across a fleet while only 1 would theoretically develop a crack size

sufficient for retirement, 0.8 mm [Christodoulou and Larsen, 2004]. The objective

is to minimize uncertainty in prognosis that propagates from lack of knowledge of

usage history, inaccuracy of fatigue models, and variability of material behavior.

To this end, continual improvements in sensor technology, physics-based

simulation, and probabilistic inference of simulation results are warranted. Such

improvements will establish the basis for a reliable component-by-component

fatigue prognosis system rather than enforcing a worst case scenario among them.

Studies of microstructurally small fatigue cracks (MSFCs) have illustrated that

heterogeneous microstructural features create stochasticity in their behavior. In

addition, a significant amount of total fatigue life can be spent while the crack is

at the length scale of characteristic microstructural dimensions [Brockenbrough

et al., 1994, Fan et al., 2001, Suresh, 1998]. Typically, fracture-critical

components are retired when a crack size is detected or predicted to reach an

allowable size, which is typically not much greater than characteristic

microstructural features. Therefore, to enhance safe-life and damage-tolerance

approaches, accurate mechanics-based modeling of the effects of heterogeneous

microstructural features on MSFCs is necessary. NASA is currently investing in
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the development of physics-based approaches to modeling cracking beginning at

the quantum mechanics scale through the component scale [Ransom et al., 2010].

Empirically-based statistical fatigue life modeling approaches have been

developed which attribute variability in fatigue life to microstructural features.

Murakami and Endo [1994] proposed a fatigue strength model for high strength

steels based on inference from experiment that non-metallic inclusion size, shape,

and location cause fatigue strength variability. For the lower limit on fatigue

strength, they suggested use of the square root of the projected area of the largest

measured particle. Magnusen et al. [1997] reported linkages between measured

fatigue performance and microstructural characteristics in AA 7050-T7451. In

that study, extensive measurements were made to characterize the microstructure

in terms of the observed life-limiting features and the crack-initiating feature size

was used as an initial flaw size. For a more encompassing overview of previously

developed fatigue models, the reader is directed to [Fatemi and Yang, 1998,

Hussain, 1997, Murakami and Endo, 1994, Sehitoglu et al., 1996].

In empirically-based statistical approaches, the observed MSFC-forming features

are parameterized as statistical variables, e.g. particle size and grain diameter,

and treated as random variables in a growth model. The results of such

approaches are limited in that predictions can only be reliably made when

making interpolations within the bounds of available test data. Although some of

these approaches incorporate variables for microstructural features, since they are

effectively statistical fitting parameters they act mainly as surrogates to the

actual physics and mechanics at work. A summary of comparisons between these

empirically-based statistical approaches and mechanistically-based probabilistic

approaches is given by Harlow [2005].
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Harlow and Wei [2009] discussed the current utility of probabilistic fatigue life

modeling approaches. They illustrate that fatigue life variability can not be

accurately modeled if the governing mechanics that underpin that variability are

not accurately modeled. Similarly, Wei and Harlow [2005] discussed the

importance of physical inference of experiment to determine statistically

significant variables and to formulate and to validate the mechanics-based

fracture models. More accurate mechanics-based model of the MSFC stages are

warranted. Currently, the literature is illustrative of the focus that has been

placed on a more fundamental, physics- and mechanics-based, understanding by

the fatigue research community [McDowell, 2007, McDowell and Dunne, 2010].

Two intriguing probabilistic approaches to mechanistically correlating

microstructural features with MSFC driving forces are extreme value statistics

and Monte Carlo simulation. Przybyla et al. [2010] presented the use of extreme

value statistics for correlating “fatigue indicator parameters” (FIPs) as MSFC

driving forces with binned sets of orientations in a nickel-based superalloy. More

generally, that analysis demonstrates the ability to link the specific

microstructural features with extreme values of the mechanical driving force to

determine microstructural hotspots. Liao [2009] compared results of extreme

value statistics and Monte Carlo simulation with observed microstructural

“fatigue subsets” (hotspots) in 2024-T351 specimens. Liao found that the results

of Monte Carlo simulation compared more closely with experiment. However, the

extreme value response parameter was particle size. Other microstructural

features are important in characterizing hotspots, their effect would ideally be

captured with a mechanics-based approach using FIPs. The Monte Carlo

simulation presented in Liao [2009] samples distributions of particle size and

grain orientation and, subsequently, enforce 4 qualitative criteria to produce a
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joint distribution of the hotspots which pass the criteria.

Similarly, the approach for determining hotspot characteristics presented here

begins with parameterizing measurable microstructural features and generating

initial statistical realizations of digital microstructures. Next, a mechanics-based

fracture model is employed to filter out candidate hotspots from an initial

population at each MSFC stage in sequence, passing to subsequent stages only

those candidate hotspots that are active. At each MSFC stage the filter

development consists of:

• hypothesis testing and validation of physically-based fracture models using

finite element models of replicated microstructures and;

• computing stress and slip localization and accumulation within a

parameterized baseline finite element model and storing results data in a

response surface.

Section 3.2 first overviews the filtering methodology, which is dependent on an

observed sequence of MSFC stages and measured microstructural feature

statistics. As such, the methodology is both material and application specific;

however, the concept is general. AA 7075-T651 is chosen as the example alloy

because of its historical importance in military and commercial aircraft and

availability of detailed statistical data of its MSFC stages: incubation;

nucleation; and propagation; [Harlow et al., 2010, Payne et al., 2010]. The MSFC

stages in this alloy consist of: incubation, the cracking of Al7Cu2Fe particles;

nucleation, the appearance of the crack in a surrounding matrix and;

propagation, the growth while the microstructure still has a dominant role.

The remainder of the paper illustrates the details of each MSFC stage filter.
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First, the necessary experimental observations and statistical analyses are

presented in Section 3.3. Statistical realizations of these observational data

provide the initial set of candidate hotspots, which are first subjected to the

incubation stage filter, presented in Section 3.4. Some of the particles that crack

eventually nucleate cracks into the surrounding microstructure, and among them

the number of cycles required for nucleation varies widely. The incubation and

nucleation models (filters) presented in the previous papers in this series are

statistically validated using the results of Monte Carlo simulation [Bozek et al.,

2008, Hochhalter et al., 2010a,b]. To be valid, a mechanics-based, probabilistic

model must have the capability to reproduce observed statistics, without relying

on fitting any parameters to the observed statistical data at any point.

Extreme value statistics or Monte Carlo simulation approaches can be employed

to provide probabilistic information about the MSFC stages in relation to

microstructural features using the filtering approach. Throughout the paper, the

results of generating initial realizations of microstructural features and passing

them through the incubation and nucleation filters, in sequence, in a Monte Carlo

simulation are presented. For each candidate hotspot in a simulated experiment:

• the necessary driving forces for the current MSFC stage cracking model are

interpolated in the response surface and;

• the current MSFC stage cracking model is enforced to determine activity.

The result of the process is a subset of MSFC hotspots ready for input to MSFC

propagation simulations so that statistically insigificant hotspots can be

disregarded.
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3.2 Sequence of MSFC Stages and Hotspot Filtering

Emery et al. [2009] developed an automated, quick, initial screening procedure to

determine the life-limiting hotspots within a component-scale structure. Hotspots

in a component are the locations at which, if a crack initiates there, its fatigue

life would be minimized for a given loading history. After this initial screening,

the hotspot locations undergo higher-fidelity simulations, where microstructural

crack growth is simulated. The MSFC simulation methodology presented here

provides higher-fidelity simulations for improved accuracy in component-scale

fatigue life prediction.

Just as there are hotspots in a structural component, there are hotspots in a

material microstructure. At a microstructural hotspot the number of cycles

required to produce a microstructurally large crack is minimized. For example,

Lankford [1982] observed that localization of plastic deformation in preferentially

oriented grains increases the rate of MSFC propagation in AA 7075-T651. Also,

Patton et al. [1998] studied MSFCs in AA 7010 and observed that incubation

sites were either Al7Cu2Fe or Mg2Si particles and, when surrounded by grains

with a twisted cube texture, led to the dominant fatigue cracks. Empirically

determination of the effect of various combinations of microstructural features

requires an exhaustive set of fatigue experiments, and a capability to produce

specific microstructural feature combinations. It is a primary goal of

mechanics-based computational models of the MSFC stages to identify such

hotspots using only the statistical descriptions of microstructural geometry. This

would provide a physical basis for extrapolation of fatigue life predictions in

situations that are beyond the bounds of available experiment data.

Two fatigue experiments on AA 7075-T651 double edge-notched (DEN)
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specimens were completed to provide observations and statistical data of the

MSFC phase, with the edge-notches emulating the component-scale hotspots

[Payne et al., 2010]. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the DEN specimen and notch root

in which particles were monitored throughout 3000 cycles of R = 0.1 constant

amplitude loading. The loading and environmental conditions applied during the

experiment emulated overload cycles near a wing-panel bolt-hole: macroscopic

yielding occurred at the notch-root. The coordinate axes correspond to the

rolling direction (RD), normal direction (ND), and transverse direction (TD): the

cyclic load was applied in the RD. The observation window at the monitored

notch root was 1.50 mm x 0.50 mm in ND and RD respectively, 3.1(a).

The fatigue experiments illustrated that the incubation stage in AA 7075-T651

occurs, almost exclusively, during manufacturing or the first half cycle of loading,

but only in a small percentage of particles [Payne et al., 2010]. Furthermore,

Harlow et al. [2010] found that, although relatively large particles were more

likely to incubate a crack, the assumption that large cracked particles also

subsequently lead to life-limiting cracks is not physically valid. Liao [2009] made

an equivalent observation during fatigue of AA 2024-T351 specimens. Therefore,

a filtering process is implemented so that statistically insiginificant candidate

hotspots can be identified and disregarded.

First, a statistical characterization of the microstructure is required, 3.1(b).

Statistical characterization of the Al7Cu2Fe particles, e.g. distributions of size,

aspect ratio and nearest neighbor distances, in AA 7075-T651 has been given by

Harlow et al. [2010] and Campman [2005]. In addition to particle characteristics,

statistical characterization of the grain geometry and texture is also needed, since

each particle is associated with surrounding grains. Candidate hotspots are
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generated by sampling such measured distributions, as described in Section 3.3.

To illustrate the filtering process of the candidate hotspots from an initial

statistical realization, four monitored Al7Cu2Fe particles are illustrated

throughout Figure 3.1. At each stage, the particles outlined by a solid line

illustrate those that are active at the stage, while a dashed line indicates those

that are inactive. For example, in the incubation stage, 3.1(c), of the four

particles being tracked in the figure, three are observed to crack during the first

cycle of loading and are therefore passed on to the nucleation stage 3.1(d). In the

Monte Carlo simulation, a candidate hotspot is filtered if it does not meet the

cracking criterion at any stage in the sequence.

Bozek et al. [2008] illustrated the validity of the hypothesis that particle

incubation occurs by an overload mechanism, i.e. the stress excedes the strength.

This is a reasonable hypothesis for this stage since the Al7Cu2Fe particles have

high strength, but very low toughness [Bozek et al., 2008, Payne et al., 2010].

The development and statistical validation of the incubation filter is discussed in

Section 3.4. The particles that are predicted to incubate a crack are passed on to

the nucleation stage, Figure 3.1(d).

In Hochhalter et al. [2010b], it was concluded that high slip localization and

accumulation rate is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for nucleation from

cracked particles. A semi-empirical relationship between the reduction of the

local driving stress required for nucleation as slip accumulated was found. The

semi-empirical model provides the mechanics-based filter for the nucleation stage.

Those microstructural models containing particles that are predicted to nucleate

a crack are passed to the propagation stages, Figure 3.1(e-f).
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the sequence of multistage modeling and simula-
tion of fatigue cracking: (a) structural component (b) identifica-
tion and measurement of the distributions of key microstructural
characteristics (c) incubation stage (d) nucleation stage (e) prop-
agation stage (f) reliability estimate with effect of microstructural
features.
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The incubation and nucleation stage filters provide initial crack sizes and

locations in a digital microstructure for subsequent propagation simulations for

only the most significant nucleated cracks. This approach enables the use of

finite element simulation, while mitigating the computational cost during

subsequent MSFC propagation simulations. Finite element simulations of crack

propagation through microstructure models passed on to this stage enforce

mechanics-based rules that govern crack growth rate, e.g. a ∆CTOD model,

direction, shape, grain boundary interaction and coalescence. Additional filtering

might also be possible at this stage, using a qualitative prefilter, to suggest which

nucleated cracks are likely to propagate to microstructurally large sizes.

Studies of the MSFC propagation stage are currently underway and, therefore, a

criterion available in the literature is provided as an illustrative criterion

[McClintock, 1999, McDowell et al., 2003]. Wang et al. [2009] have recently

reported results of 3D finite element simulations of MSFC propagation in AA

7075-T651. A design of experiments study of several parameters illustrates that

load ratio, load amplitude and initially active slip systems were among the most

influential on growth rate, using a ∆Keff model. It is important to note that

Lankford et al, in a study of fatigue cracking in AA 7075-T651, found that the

crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) was about 4 times that of large cracks

at equivalent ∆K values. In addition, they observed that the plastic zone

surrounding small cracks ranged from ≈ 0.6 − 1.2 times the crack size [Lankford,

1982]. These observations lead to the conclusion that LEFM-based models are

not valid at this scale in AA 7075-T651.

The output from the MSFC propagation stage is a statistical description of crack

growth rate as well as the cracks that have grown to the microstructurally large
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phase, Figure 3.1(e). At this final phase, traditional structural-scale fatigue

methods can be applied to predict the remaining number of cycles to failure.

Using the statistics accrued through the course of the modeling approach, a

distribution of life predictions, reliability, is determined. This same framework

can be implemented for a specific microstructure, rather than a statistical

realization, upon which component-by-component fatigue life predictions can be

made.

3.3 Material Characterization

Measured distributions of particle sizes and shapes and grain orientations are

sampled to provide the features that characterize the statistical realizations of

candidate hotspots. Upon investigation of the fracture surfaces of the DEN

specimens, it was evident that surface particles led to the dominant fatigue

cracks [Harlow et al., 2010]. Also, it is assumed that, for the MSFC incubation

and nucleation stages, the overall grain morphology does not play an important

role: this assumption is not valid for the MSFC propagation stage. Therefore,

each candidate hotspot consists of an idealized semi-ellipsoidal surface particle

and a surrounding, an idealized hexagonal grain.

The semi-ellipsoidal surface particle realizations are generated by sampling

distributions of size and aspect ratio. The measured distributions illustrated in

Figure 3.2 are a subset of the data presented by Harlow et al. [2006]. Overall, the

data show that characteristic surface particles within rolled AA 7075-T651 are

elongated in the RD and vary in size and aspect ratio. The distributions are

limited herein to particles with RD-ND surface area ≥ 6µm2 because of
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imprecision of the observational techniques used. Consequently, 7861 particles

are included in the distributions illustrated in Figure 3.2(a), rather than the full

set of 32288 particles with RD-ND surface area ≥ 0.4µm2 analyzed in Harlow

et al. [2006]. Measurements of the features on each of the three major planes

were made and three-parameter Weibull functions were fit to the measured data.

Each particle realization was generated by first randomly sampling a percentile

(the vertical axis in Figure 3.2(a)) and calculating the corresponding RD size,

Figure 3.2(a). Subsequently, the same percentile was used to calculate the

RD-ND aspect rato, from which the ND size was calculated. Finally, the

percentile was used to calculate the ND-TD aspect ratio, from which the TD size

was calculated, Figure 3.2(b). This procedure ensures that statistically realistic

sizes and shapes are sampled. However, it ignores any joint distributions among

the geometrical feature sizes. Therefore, when a large RD size is sampled, a large

aspect ratio is also sampled, which is shown in Section 3.4.1 to cause

overprediction of the RD sizes of cracked particles.

In addition to the hypothesized key features — particle sizes and shapes and

grain orientations — one might expect that particle cracking is due to local stress

concentrators due to the complex geometry of the Al7Cu2Fe particles, which is

not captured when they are parameterized as ellipsoids. However, the

experimental observations of Payne et al. [2010] showed that nearly all of the

second-phase particles have some form of local stress concentrator, while very few

particles, less than 10%, incubated a crack during cyclic loading. It is therefore

surmised that local stress concentrators do not have a statistically significant

influence on particle cracking for the material and loading considered herein.

Sintay et al. [2008] provided 40,000 orientation data points collected from an
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(a) Measured RD-ND particle features data and three-parameter Weibull
fit

(b) Measured ND-TD particle features data and three-parameter Weibull
fit

Figure 3.2: Particle geometrical feature data extracted from data presented
by [Harlow et al., 2010].
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RD-ND plane to illustrate the texture of rolled AA 7075-T651 microstructure.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the RD-ND pole figures for the {100} and {111}

crystallographic plane normals. Sampling orientations from a measured texture

greatly reduces the space of orientations that must be considered during

simulations in the subsequent incubation and nucleation filters. Finally, each

surface particle realization is coupled with a randomly sampled grain orientation

to complete the characterization of the candidate hotspot

Figure 3.3: Measured texture for rolled AA 7075-T651 microstructure [Sintay
et al., 2008]. Contours on the pole figures illustrate the multiples
of random.

3.4 Incubation Stage Particle Filter

A total of 1423 Al7Cu2Fe particles within an observation window, Figure 3.1(a),

in the notch roots of the DEN specimens were monitored periodically during

fatigue loading. There are approximately 2000 surface particles per mm2 with

surface area ≥ 1.0 µm2 [Harlow et al., 2006]. The fatigue experiments illustrated

that the incubation stage in AA 7075-T651 occurs, almost exclusively, during

manufacturing or the first half cycle of loading, but only in a small percentage of
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particles in a highly stressed region [Payne et al., 2010]. These observations are

consistent with those of many others [Bowles and Schijve, 1973, Laz and

Hillberry, 1998, Murakami and Endo, 1994, Patton et al., 1998, Weiland et al.,

2009, Xue et al., 2007]. Of those 1423 particles that had an observable area

≥ 6µm2, about 7% were cracked prior to loading and only 1-7% of the remaining,

uncracked particles cracked during the first load cycle. Therefore, most of the

candidate hotspots are filtered at this stage for the loading and material

considered.

Since the incubation mechanism of consequence is cracking of Al7Cu2Fe

particles, accurate prediction of the particles likely to crack is, necessarily, the

first step in simulating the MSFC process. The statistical analyses by Harlow

et al. [2010] illustrates that, although relatively large particles cracked, it is not a

valid assumption that incubation is governed solely by particle size. Considering

this observation, a methodology was developed by Bozek et al. [2008] to

determine the subset of all particles likely to crack. For each particle generated

from a statistical sampling, stress and strength are computed, given a

distribution of the statistically significant variables. That methodology is

extended and statistically validated in this section. Although a brief overview is

given here for completeness, the reader is referred to Bozek et al. [2008] for a

more complete discussion of the incubation filter development.

To incorporate the effect of particle size and shape, grain orientation, and local

strain level into the methodology presented in Section 3.2, 2592 baseline finite

element models of parameterized candidate hotspots were generated and the

first-half load cycle was simulated. An elastic-viscoplastic crystal plasticity

formulation was used to model the grains surrounding the relatively stiff, linear
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elastic ellipsoidal particles [Matouš and Maniatty, 2004]. From the results of

those simulations, a response surface for particle tensile stress, σRD as a function

of the parameterized variables was generated. The response surface provides an

accurate value of σRD during Monte Carlo simulation. Summarizing, five key

assumptions in developing the response surface for σRD as a function of particle

aspect ratio, neighboring grain orientation, and notch-root strain were:

1. particles are small compared to surrounding grain;

2. particles can be idealized as semi-ellipsoidal;

3. grains and particles are initially stress free;

4. particles and grains have a perfect bond and;

5. only the surrounding grain orientation is necessary when computing the

particle stress.

The response surface provides the driving force for the incubation stage. To

predict the occurrence of incubation for a given particle and surrounding grain,

an LEFM-based model is used to calculate the resisting force, crσRD, Equation

(3.1).

KIC = crσRD

√

πF (af , bf ), (3.1)

where KIC is the Al7Cu2Fe particle toughness, crσRD is the critical stress in the

loading direction, and F (α, af , bf ) is the geometry factor that is a function of the

inherent crack size, af and bf , and shape, α. af and bf are assumed to be directly

related to the particle size, af = Cap and bf = Cbp, where ap and bp are the ND

and TD sizes of the particle, respectively. This assumption introduces a
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material-dependent parameter that relates the particle size to its inherent crack

size, which enforces the result that larger particles contain larger inherent cracks,

which was motivated by [Harlow et al., 2010, Payne et al., 2010]. Equation (3.1)

is rearranged to determine particle strength, crσRD:

crσRD =
KIC

√

πF (α, af , bf )
=

KIC
√

πCF (α, ap, bp)
(3.2)

An inherent semi- or quarter-elliptical crack shape is asserted to be oriented

perpendicular to the loading direction. Consequently, a Mode-I stress intensity

factor (SIF) solution, given by [Raju and Newman Jr, 1979], can be used to

calculate the geometry factor, F (α, af , bf ). Furthermore, the geometry factor

changes with respect to location along the inherent crack front. The location

along the front which has the highest SIF was chosen for F (α, af , bf ). In other

words, if the inherent crack is predicted to grow anywhere along its front, then

the entire front is predicted to propagate across the particle.

Since a response surface for particle stress, σRD, as a function of particle aspect

ratio, neighboring grain orientation, and notch-root strain has been generated,

Monte Carlo simulations can be done quickly by comparing σRD and crσRD.

However, to determine crσRD for each statistically sampled particle, values of

KIC , α and C must be known. As mentioned above, KIC is determined from

experiment and α is randomly chosen to correspond to an inherent semi- or

quarter-elliptical crack. However, C must be calibrated using replication

simulations and Equation (3.2).

Previously, Bozek et al. [2008] completed a Monte Carlo simulation to determine

the distribution of the predicted percentage of particles to incubate a crack
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during loading. From the response surface, the driving force, σRD, was

determined. Then, the resisting force, crσRD, was calculated using Equation (3.2)

using a single calibrated value of C and an average measured particle toughness,

KIC . For each sampled particle, if σRD ≥ crσRD, the particle was predicted to

incubate a crack.

Bozek et al. [2008] found that the mean value of the predicted percentage of

particles to incubate a crack under loading compared well with the mean value of

the two available measured values. However, the two measured values were

beyond the tails (one past the upper and one past the lower) of the predicted

distribution: the measured variability was much higher than predicted. It was

hypothesized that the large variability in incubation frequency could be more

accurately represented if distributions for KIC and C were incorporated, rather

than a single value for each, as was done therein. Distributions of KIC and C are

considered here.

Two separate studies were required to determine distributions for KIC and C.

First, 49 nanoindentation measurements of a sufficiently large Al7Cu2Fe

specimen were made [LeDonne and Rollett, 2010], and KIC was calculated using

the relationship presented by Lawn [1993]:

KIC = ξ(
E

H
)

1
2
P

c
3
2

, (3.3)

where ξ is a empirical constant for the indenter geometry, E is the Young’s

modulus, H is the hardness, and P is the peak indenter load: E and H were

determined from the indenter load-deflection data. The distribution illustrated in

Figure 3.4 is the result calculating KIC from the 49 nanoindentation
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measurements and Equation 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Measured toughness distribution via nanoindentation.

Next, the distribution for C was determined by solving Equation (3.2) for C:

C =
K2

IC

π(crσRD)2F (α, ap, bp)
. (3.4)

During the DEN experiment of Payne et al. [2010], the Al7Cu2Fe particles at the

notch root were observed at 60%, 80% and 100% of the first load peak.

Replication simulations of the particles that were observed to incubate a crack

were then used to compute crσRD, the computed magnitude of σRD at the applied

load when incubation was observed to occur. Stress contour results from a

replication simulation of one of the monitored particles that incubated a crack,

P91, are illustrated in Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5, it is evident that there is

heterogeneity in the stress field due to the variation in grain orientation and that

the relatively stiff particles are relatively highly stressed.

The σRD value along the incubation path, Figure 3.5 was queried for each of the

replication simulations that correspond to monitored particles that incubated a
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crack. For monitored particles that were observed to not incubate a crack, σRD

values were queried across the particle along a direction which contained the

most highly stressed regions of the particle. Querying the σRD values in this way

produced the data illustrated in Figure 3.6: the horizontal axis is normalized by

the query-path length.

Figure 3.5: Replication model results for particle of interest, P91. The con-
tours show the variation of the stress in the RD at the peak load,
1% strain. The path along which incubation within P91 was ob-
served to occur is highlighted. The maximum value of σRD along
the path, at the applied load at which incubation occurred, was
taken as σcr.

Figure 3.6 shows that the monitored particles that incubated a crack were

relatively highly stressed in comparison to those that did not incubate a crack:

P78; P125 and; P270. This variation of stress levels among the particles is a

result of the particle geometry and surrounding grain orientation and geometry.

Also, it is seen that there is much variation in stress within each particle and that

stress is typically localized near the interface with surrounding grains. The

maximum value of σRD along the incubation path when incubation was observed

to occur provides crσRD.
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Figure 3.6: The maximum principle stress along the observed incubation
path for each of the monitored particles that incubated a crack
upon loading. The highest stress value along each path is indi-
cated by a unique symbol. The monitored particles that were
observed to not incubate a crack are indicated using a dashed
line and solid circle. It is seen that the monitored particles that
incubated a crack each had a stress value above the indicated
threshold.

For each monitored particle, its size in the ND, ap, could be directly measured.

However, the values of KIC , bp, and the inherent crack shape could not be directly

measured. During Monte Carlo simulation, values for KIC were sampled from the

measured distribution illustrated in Figure 3.4, bp was assumed to be the 50th

percentile TD size from Figure 3.2(b), and the inherent crack shape was chosen

at random as either semi- or quarter-elliptical. Therefore, each sampling of the

measured distributions of KIC and bp, randomly sampled inherent crack shape,

and the replication simulation results for the coupled values of crσ and ap were

used to calculate C for each sampled particle during the Monte Carlo simulation.

The data in Figure 3.6 could imply a simple dependence of the incubation stage
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on a single magnitude of crσRD: if σRD & 1100 MPa, then incubation occurred.

However, if one were to replace the LEFM-based approach with such a simplified

approach considering a single crσRD, then two outcomes result. First, the size

effect introduced in the LEFM-based approach, large particles imply lower

strength would be lost. Second, the predicted number of particles to incubate a

crack would increase since the value of crσRD = 1100 MPa corresponds to the

particle with the lowest strength, i.e. the particle strength would be

underpredicted.

3.4.1 Statistical Validation and Discussion

To illustrate the incubation stage filter, the results of a Monte Carlo simulation

are presented and compared with experimental data. The Monte Carlo

simulation done here consists of 10,000 simulated DEN experiments, where each

simulated experiment is a statistical realization of 900 candidate hotspots using

the distributions presented in Section 3.3, similar to the number analyzed by

[Harlow et al., 2010]. For each candidate hotspot, the response surface was used

to interpolate a particle stress driving force and the sampled particle size and

toughness were used to calculate the strength. Figure 3.7 illustrates the results of

one simulated DEN experiment, after the incubation filter. The particles that fall

in the intersection of the stress and strength distributions are those that are

predicted to incubate a crack.

Variation in the number of hotspots that pass through the incubation filter is due

to the random sampling of the distributions that characterize the microstructure.

The resulting variation is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Overall, the incubation

frequency ranges from approximately 2% − 12%. In comparing these results with
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Figure 3.7: Resulting distributions of candidate hotspot particle stresses and
strengths for a single simulated experiment. The area under the
intersection of the two curves is the number of candidate hotspots
that incubated a crack.

those in Bozek et al. [2008], it is seen that the predicted number of particles to

incubate a crack is improved, relative to observation, with incorporation of

particle toughness variability.

For each of the simulated DEN experiments, a distribution of the geometrical

features of particles that incubated a crack is determined. Such a set of

distribtuions is shown in Figure 3.9 for one simulated DEN experiment.

Comparison of this distribution with those presented in [Harlow et al., 2010]

illustrates that the features of the predicted cracked particles are on the same

order of magnitude, which is a significant improvement over choosing the largest

particles in a distribution, but improvements are warranted. The predicted

median ND size of incubating particles is about twice that of the measured

median. The shape of the distribution, however, is significantly different. The

distribution of ND sizes passing the incubation filter is particularly important
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Figure 3.8: Incubation frequency results from Monte Carlo simulation of
10,000 DEN experiments and comparison with 2 experimental
observations.

since these indicate the initial sizes of MSFCs. Similarly, the RD size of the

particles to incubate a crack is greater than the measured median. In this case

the shape of the distribution is more accurately predicted. The observed

discrepancy between measured and predicted distributions is likely due to the

disjoint manner in which particle features are being sampled: no joint

distributions among the RD, TD, and ND features are considered.

3.5 Nucleation Stage Particle Filter

Payne et al. [2010] observed that plastic dissipation during cyclic loading near

the cracked particles causes a significant cycle lag between the incubation and

nucleation stages. Zurek et al. [1983] also observed that fatigue-induced

microplastic deformation occurred during an incubation period, preceding
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Comparison of measured and simulated, (a) RD and (b) ND,
geometrical features of surface particles that incubated a crack.

propagation. To model the nucleation event, several strain-life and stress-life

based approaches have been developed because of the phenomenology that

localization and accumulation of plastic deformation induces ‘weakening’ of

metals. Morris and James [1980] incorporated effective shear stress — constant

within each grain — into a dislocation pile-up model previously developed by

Chang et al. [1979] to model incubation and nucleation. Using Monte Carlo

simulations, they predicted that nucleation would occur at progressively smaller
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particles throughout fatigue life. Chakrabortty modified a model, previously

developed by Liu and Iino, which is based on the hypothesis that fatigue cracking

occurs when a region of material has exhausted its plastic ductility

[Chakrabortty, 1979, Liu and Iino, 1969]. A similar model was developed by

Mujumdar and Morrow [Majumdar and Marrow, 1974]. A model for fatigue

crack growth is then derived by utilizing Miner’s cumulative damage law and the

Coffin-Manson relationship for cyclic ductility [Coffin Jr, 1954, Manson and

Hirschberg, 1964, Miner, 1945], and defining “columnar echelons” ahead of the

crack. This model could easily be adapted for the nucleation stage upon

consideration of failure of the first echelon.

A useful nucleation model for the multistage fatigue framework of Section 3.2

must provide predictions for three aspects to nucleation: to nucleate or not; the

nucleation direction and; the number of cycles to nucleation. It was concluded in

Hochhalter et al. [2010b] that strain-life, stress-life, and critical-plane do not

accurately predict these three aspects. Consequently, simulations of replicated

microstructure were analyzed, implementing previously developed slip-based

metrics, and a semi-empirical model was developed [Hochhalter et al., 2010a,b].

The semi-empirical relation is given by:

crNnuc =
(

σ
max
θθ

σult
θθ

)
1
α −Dmax

1(Nnuc=1)

∆Dmax
1

+ 1 (3.5)

≈ 1
∆Dmax

1
(

σmax

θθ

σult

θθ

)
1
α Nnuc ≫ 1

where ∆ is the increment between load peaks, max indicates that the maximum

value along a nonlocal arc, D1 is the slip on the dominant system near the

incubated crack, σθθ is the component of stress tangent to the nonlocal arc, and

σult
θθ and α are material parameters determined from the replication simulations.
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Illustration of the replication simulation results used to derive Equation 3.5 is

given in Figure 3.10. A high slip localization and accumulation rate was found to

be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for nucleation from cracked particles.

As σmax
θθ increases, crNnuc decreases. Likewise, as ∆Dmax

1 increases, crNnuc

decreases. The values σmax
θθ , Dmax

1(Nnuc=1), and ∆Dmax
1 depend on particle geometry,

surrounding grain orientation, and strain level.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Reduction of stress required to drive nucleation as slip accu-
mulates, a physical basis for the damage concept contained in
Equation 3.5. (b) Cyclic accumulation of slip on the dominant
system near the incubated crack.

3.5.1 Statistical Validation and Discussion

A mechanics-based response surface is necessary to complete the validation of this

methodology. The response surface must provide the rate of slip-accumulation,

∆Dmax
1 , and the driving stress, σmax

θθ , as functions of particle shape, surrounding

grain orientation and strain level. However, since a response surface of results

from a parameterized baseline FEM is still underway, a qualitative filter is used

in the next section to indicate the effectiveness of the methodology thus far.

It was observed in [Hochhalter et al., 2010b] that slip had to be accumulating
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Figure 3.11: Nucleation frequency results from Monte Carlo simulation of
10,000 DEN experiments and comparison with an experimental
observation.

above a threshold rate for nucleation to occur. This accumulation occurs if at

least one system has a high Schmid factor. Therefore, a candidate hotspot will

pass the qualitative nucleation filter if the grain orientation is such that the

Schmid factor is above a threshold, 0.45, which is motivated by the analysis in

Liao [2009]. This qualitative filter is used to predict which hotspots will nucleate

a crack. However, the number of cycles required for nucleation from each cracked

particle can not be determined with the qualitative filter.

Crack nucleation was observed to occur at approximately 73% of the monitored

cracked particles in the DEN experiment. Figure 3.11 illustrates the frequency of

candidate hotspots that had passed the incubation filter and are now predicted

to pass the nucleation filter. This predicted distribution is in reasonable

agreement with the single experimental observation available.
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3.6 Propagation Stage Simulations

Candidate hotspots that pass the nucleation filter provide the subsequent

propagation stage with a statistically accurate description of initial crack sizes

and locations within the microstructure. To illustrate the passing of

microstructural hotspots to the propagation stage, two 100 µm x 100 µm

(RDxND) statistical realizations of microstructures are provided. Given the

previous observation by Harlow et al. [2006] that there are about 2000

second-phase particles per mm2, this means about 20 particles will fall on the

surface of each microstructural model. Since about 7% of the candidate hotspots

will incubate a crack, only ≈ 1 in the 20 particles will incubate a crack,

statistically.

Two polycrystal models are illustrated in Figure 3.12; they are morphologically

identical, but the texture in each is the result of an independent sampling of

measured grain orientations, recall Figure 3.3. The incubation and nucleation

filters are independent of grain morphology. For each microstructural model, the

particle geometrical features and nearest neighbor distributions are sampled to

obtain the initial set of candidate hotspots. Next, the incubation filter was used

to identify and filter out the candidate hotspots that were predicted to not

incubate a crack. Finally, the qualitative nucleation filter was used to disregard

those unlikely to nucleate a crack. The resulting microstructural models with

statistically significant hotspot locations included is illustrated in Figure 3.12.

Such statistical realizations of microstructure, incorporating only the statistically

significant hotspots, serve as the starting point for propagation simulations. Once

the hotspots are identified and included within the first-phase microstructural

model the simulation begins at cycle 0, since the cyclic deformation at the
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microscale is history dependent. The details of simulating the MSFC propagation

stage will be discussed in a publication of ongoing work [Veilleux, 2010].

3.7 Conclusions

Several government agencies are investing in improvements to current fatigue life

management philosophies. This investment is motivated by a desire to improve

reliability and expand mission capability. Such improvements are strongly

dependent on a reduction of the dependence on empirically-based statistical

approaches and movement toward physics- and mechanics-based probabilistic

approaches. A physical basis will provide capability to more accurately:

• model statistical realizations of components and their microstructures;

• model digital replicas of components and their microstructures and;

• extrapolate beyond the bounds of available experimental data.

In this work, previously developed mechanics-based fatigue models are used, in

sequence for the first time, to determine validity of the resulting statistical

predictions from Monte Carlo simulation. First, the incubation model presented

in Bozek et al. [2008] is improved by incorporating a measured distribution of

Al7Cu2Fe particle toughness. This additional variability provides a more

accurate description of percentage of total particles to incubate a crack at the

onset of fatigue loading. Furthermore, the predicted median ND size of the

particles to incubate a crack is slightly greater than the measured median;

however, the distribution shape is significantly different. Similarly, the RD size of
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the particles to incubate a crack is slightly greater than the measured median;

however, in this case the distribution shape is more accurately predicted.

The candidate hotspots that pass through the incubation filter become eligible

sites for nucleation. Although a model has been developed to predict if an

incubated crack will nucleate, the number of cycles to nucleation, and its

direction has already been developed, the exhaustive finite element simulations

needed to populate the response surface are currently underway. Therefore, in

the current analysis a qualitative filter was used instead, one motivated by

observations made in Liao [2009] and Hochhalter et al. [2010a]. It was found that

the percentage of incubated particles predicted to nucleate compares well with

the experimental data available. However, no validation of the variability in the

number of cycles to nucleation can be completed with the qualitative filter.

In the framework presented, simulations of replicated microstructures provide the

basis for mechanics-based models used as a filter at each MSFC stage. Using the

resulting incubation and nucleation filters in sequence provides the MSFC

propagation stage with an initial subset of particles that are likely to be the

originating sites of dominant fatigue cracks. Additional future work in this series

of papers includes the determination of mechanics-based models for simulating

the growth of nucleated cracks and their interaction with microstructural

barriers, and each other.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Two statistical realizations of microstructure with the statis-
tically significant hotspots included. (a) Two particles passed
through the incubation and nucleation filters. (b) No particles
passed through the incubation and nucleation filters.
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